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The Christian Civic
League's attempt to
thwart future gay
rights bills will be
challenged. page 2

The Cafe Review toasts

Standish may turn a
Sebago Lake site into
public beaches,
boating facilities and
nature trails. page 2

poet Vincent Ferrini.

page 22
Kreis roasts Robert J.
Lurtsema's new book
of verse. page 21

Brunswick N.A.S. is
hoping for a new P3
squadron. page 6

Portland Harbor's
oversight commission
lost three of its five
members. page 2
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~ INSIDE

ARTS'

Judy Collins talks
about herself and the
environment. page 17

Politics & Other
Mistakes, a new
column by Al Diamon,
premiers on page 5 ~

Taxing 'here, slashing there
Big businesses take huge tax breaks as homeowners get stuck with city's bills
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Why did Fleet Bilnk get a tax break of $77,790 - a 30 percent
reduction - for this Congress Street bank building ...
• By Eric Hannelius
Not since the Great Fire of 1866 has Portland City
Hall witnessed an incendiary zeal like that ignited by
the recent revaluation of the 22,000 pieces of property
that make up - and pay for - the city of Portland.
From the fiery speeches that lit up last summer's
public meetings, to the secession movement that's
boiling over the Casco Bay Islands, to the unprecedented campaign to bum six city councilors at the
stake - Portland taxpayers have threatened to bum
this city to the ground for the third time in as many

...whlle Frank Perkins and Shirley Morehouse got hit with a tax
Increase of 141 percent on this St. Lawrence Street home1

centuries.
ConspiC\lous in their absence from this maelstrom
have been two dozen of the city's largest landowners
- corporations all- who were the big winners in
the Great Revaluation of 1991.
For while hundreds of financially strapped
Portland homeowners saw their property tax bills
rise by 50 to 200 percent, many of the city's largest
corporations were g(cting 10 to 30 percent reductions
in their tax bills.
Officials at New England Telephone, Fleet Bank
and Guy Gannett Publishing Company - three of

the biggest winners - insist the disparity is only the
result of plunging commercial real estate values.
But simmering homeowners see a mOL insidious
connection.
"When 24 of the largest companies in town get
property tax reductions while homeowners get huge
increases, I can't help but think that the squeaky
wheel gets the oil," said Frank Perkins, a Munjoy Hill
homeowner who saw his taxes rise by 140 percent.
"In my opinion," said Perkins, "the entire revaluation
was fixed from the beginning."
Continued on page 8

... while state lawmakers pick at the budget carcass
The emaciated remains of Maine's state budget fell
into the hands of the Legislature this week as the
Appropriations Committee went to work on Gov.
John R McKernan's highly unpopular plan for wi ping
out a $121 million deficit.
The McKernan plan, unveiled on Nov. 6, would
take $51 million out of Maine's already overburdened
cities, towns and school districts, would privatize
some state operations and would layoff 2,600 state

workers.
A flyer posted in the State Office Building read:
"It's open season on state workers! Wear orange ... to
avoid having your livelihood shot out from under
you."
Two dozen advocacy groups and unions called on
their legislative Democratic allies to put taxes back on
the table as a potential solution to the budget crisis.
But Statehouse Democrats said there was little they

could do.
"We are really boxed in. It is really cut time," said
Sen. Joseph C. Brannigan. The Portland Democrat,
who is co-chair of the Appropriations Committee,
said he saw no immediate prospect for major
changes in the governor's package.
For details of McKernan's plan, see page 3.

DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU TRIED THE PERSONALS? SEE PAGE 27.
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to the shoreline.
Cumberland councilors
have also sent letters to town
officials in Yarmouth, North
Yarmouth, Freeport, Pownal,
Brunswick and HarpsweIlall a part of what was Old
North Yarmouth - asking
them for their support in
future legal action to establish shorefront access.
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A.H. BENOIT & CO.

NewE~laRd
(Hi-Fi) Music Co

188 Middle St. . In the Old Port

(207) 883-4173

ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR WINTER?
The Almanac says it could be a good one.
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Furnace cleaned?
Bought a rug for your family room?
Got your wood in?
Replaced that old living room rug
with an Oriental?
Checked out your snowblower?
Warmed up the bedroom with a
nice hand-hdoked rug?
Fixed the snow shovel handle?
Rug for the front door?
Tested your anti-freeze?
Picked out a dhurrie for your
daughter's room?
Patched your parka?
Finally bought that dining room rug?
Chimney cleaned?
Bought a wonderful new Pama
rug for the den?
Checked your snow tires?
Had your rugs cleaned?

If you checked off all of the above ...
I guess you're ready for winter
If not,

Discover...

"The Maine Source
for Oriental Rugs"©

A review of the top news stories affecting
Creater Portland: November 5 through 12, 1991.

Gay rights
advocates to
battle Christian
League
Battle lines are drawn in a
legal challenge to determine
whether the Christian Civic
League can press ahead with
an attempt to force a referendum that would change
Maine law to require that
voters be given a chance to
veto any future gay rights bill
passed by the Legislature.
Attorney General Michael
Carpenter and Secretary of
State G. William Diamond
have already ruled that the
Christian Civic League's
proposed referendum
initiative would be unconstitutional. That ruling drew a
lawsuit from the civic league.
On Nov. 7, a group of civil
rights and gay rights groups
entered the fray, announcing
they would try to intervene
alongside the state in the
lawsuit in Kennebec County
Superior Court.
"This petition is unconscionable," said Ed Shannon,
president of the Maine
Lesbian-Gay Political Alliance. "It will go down in
history books as one of the
last to fan the fires of bigotry
in this decade in Maine, and
as one that is clearly reminiscent of the malicious efforts
on the part of certain whites
against blacks in the South
during the civil rights
movement of the 19605," he
said. "Blacks would still be
living in a segregated
America were the civil rights
legislation of the '60s put out
to referendum."
The Christian Civic
League has led past opposition to gay rights bills in
Maine that would outlaw
discrimination on the basis of
a person's sexual orientation.
The Legislature has rejected
those bills eight times in the
past 14 years, most recently
last spring.

Three quit Harbor
Commission

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-51Ues.-Sat.

Three members of the
Board of Harbor Commissioners have resigned from
the five-member board citing
cuts in funding from the
Portland and South Portland
city councils.
Chairman Gerard St. Cyr,
Treasurer Jane Carter and
Stephan G. Hasson resigned
on Oct. 30 from the board
that oversees Portland
Harbor.

The board has been
without funding since
September, when councilors
in both cities voted against a
recreational boater fee that
would have kept the commission in business. The
council's move caused the
commission to shut down its
waterfront office and layoff
the harbor master and two
employees.
The two remaining
commissioners have indicated that they will stay on
the board until a review of
the commission's duties is
completed by the two cities.
The commission had come
under attack from both city
councils, fishermen and
recreational boaters for
allowing its budget to swell
to more than $100,000 last
year.

Cumberland
pushing for
shoreline access
A four-mile stretch of
private shoreline along Route
88 in Cumberland has
become the scene for a battle
between town councilors and
beach-front homeowners
over the public's access rights
to the rocky shoreline.
Except for a sliver of land,
known as the Town Landing
Road, that leads to a tiny
parking lot near the shore,
Cumberland's inland residents have no access to their
shoreline.
But the discovery of a 1727
colonial rule that grants
public access to residents of
what was Old North
Yarmouth (which now
includes Cumberland and
other nearby towns) may
provide the legal foundation
for a challenge to shoreline
homeowners' claims on their
land.
Property deeds and land
grants for Old North
Yarmouth show that 18thcentury officials set aside an
upland shorefront path about
50 feet wide from the
Cumberland-Falmouth town
line to the Royal River in
Yarmouth for public use. An
intertidal zone was also
reserved for public use.
Orlando Delogu, a
University of Maine law
professor who was hired by
Cumberland to conduct the
publiC access study, said the
1727 colonial rule was never
rescinded.
Delogu's study has
spurred Cumberland councilors to move ahead with plans
to establish the public's right

Standish may buy
Sebago Lake site
The Town of Standish is
looking into the possibility of
buying a 194-acre parcel of
land that straddles Sebago
Lake and turning it into a site
for public beaches, boating
facilities and nature trails.
A $15,000 study being
funded by Standish, the state
and the Portland Water
District, which owns the land,
will determine the site's
suitability for recreational
uses.
Support for the town
buying the land, located just
off Route 114, has come from
the Harmon's Beach Community Association, which fears
the site would otherwise be
turned into another residential development.
Officials from the Portland
Water District said the land
would be leased to the town
if the study finds the site
suitable for recreational uses.
Although Standish has
more frontage on Sebago
Lake than any other town, its
residents have very little
boating and fishing access to
the lake and no swimming
areas.
The site to be studied has
almost 10,000 feet of lakefront area that could provide
swimming, boat launching,
fishing and nature trail
activities.

Suspect freed,
snatched back
A Portland man wanted
on a child molesting charge
was captured in Idaho, but
then freed after the
Cumberland County District
Attorney's Office said it
couldn't afford to extradite
him.
District Attorney
Stephanie Anderson reversed
that decision Nov. 7 after
Portland Police Chief Michael
Chitwood complained, and
the suspect, Shawn Michael
Baker, 22, was arrested in
Spokane, Wash., later in the
day.
Anderson said the state
will now pay to have Baker
returned to Maine to face the
charge of molesting a 14year-old boy.
Deputy District Attorney
Laurence Gardiner said he
decided not to extradite
Baker if he had left New
England because the $10,000
in his extradition account
wasn't enough to cover the
cost of retrieving Baker and
four other defendants sought
in other cases. Two of those
others are wanted on charges
of drug dealing, one is
charged with armed robbery
in Westbrook, and one is
• Continued on page 4

Highlights of McKernan's
budget-slashing plan
Of the more than $120 million Gov. John R McKernan
proposes paring from the state budget through next June, less
than half would come from within the state bureaucracy.
The Illl'gest single savings, $30 million, would be achieved by
shortchanging municipalities of promised revenue sharing
midway through the fiscal year.
Towns and cities would lose another $21 million as a result
of reductions in subsidies to public schools.
About $13 million would be withheld from higher education,
including $11 million in the University of Maine System, whose
trustees have warned that the cuts would force a tuition
surcharge, faculty layoffs and class cancellations.
AnalysiS of the package was hampered by apparent discrepancies between a budget overview the governor's office supplied to reporters at his Nov. 7 news conference and the actual
300-page bill. Still, taken together, the two documents yielded
an overview of how the cuts would affect the bureaucracy. The
highlights:
Human Services Department: Net savings of nearly $6
million include the elimination of the Maine Health Program
and the phased-out elimination of general assistance. Other
cutbacks would boost the amount senior citizens must contribute toward subsidized prescription drugs, cut fees paid to
doctors who accept Medicaid patients and reduce home-based
and congregate housing services.
Corrections Department: Although its budget would
remain unchanged, unanticipated costs would be offset by
reductions in correctional services and a delay in the opening of
the new maximum-security prison in Warren.
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Department: The
only department to receive a net increase, it would get $3.3
million to cover emergency costs. The governor has also called
for turning over the operation of state mental hospitals and
certain other institutions to private contractors.
Judicial Department: A net reduction of more than $1
million ca.11s for consolidating courts. The cuts would eliminate
four Superior Courts and nine District Courts, as well as leave
several vacant judgeships unfilled.
Finance Department: More than $5 million would be
saved by replacing 55 state liquor stores with private stores,
turning the state lottery over to a private operator and making it
more difficult to qualify for reimbursement through the Maine
Residents Property Tax Relief Program.
Education Department: In addition to the cuts in school
subsidies, net savings of more than $26 million include the
elimination of nearly $1 million in partial subsidies for homeschooled students and the reduction of grants for school-based
child care.
Conservation Department: More than $1 million would
be saved through steps including personnel cutbacks, reduced
enforcement activity by the Land Use Regulation Commission
and the elimination of Maine rivers program.
Attomey Ceneral: Proposals to cut more than $500,000
include the elimination of seven assistant attorneys general.
This would be in addition to 11 lawyer poSitions already
eliminated by earlier budget cuts.
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Economic and Community Development Department: Savings of $2.8 million include the repeal of the Office of
Comprehensive Planning.

Independent advocacy agencies: A number would be
eliminated to save nearly $250,000, including the Maine Advocacy Services, the Maine Committee on Aging, the Maine
Human Development Commission, the Maine Commission on
Mental Health and the Maine Commission for Women.
The Maine Health Care Finance Commission would be
abolished, saving about $80,000 and freeing up more than
$500,000 in hospital assessments, which would be funneled to
the Human Services Department to pay for health care for
indigent people.
Other proposed consolidations call for the Executive
Department's Community Services Division to be merged with
the Human Services Department, and for several other agencies
including the state library and state museum to be consolidated
in a single Cultural Affairs Bureau.
Made for us in Maine, our solid ash convertible frame
features a sturdy double peg closure and center supports
for added strength. Converts to a bed with one hand.
1bu Pay."~.". $:Zl&84
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• Continued from page 3
call 829-5037

- Come VIsIt Our Current Work -
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RR4 Box 4366 Freeport, Maine, 04032 (207) 688-5555

Fall
Sale
20 " 25%

OFF

on selected
fall clothing

and coats •••
for great
pre-holiday
bargains!

~th(~~5AMARYLLIS
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange St, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking etampe available. open 'til 8 thura-eat

Can't Afford
a Laser
Printer?
Check out the prices on HP's 300
dpi inkjet printers. Just $459 gets
you fast, quiet, laser-quality
output with a 3-year warranty to
boot. And they come in both
Mac and PC varieties.

HOW WILL GREATER
PORTLAND FEND
OFF CABIN
FEVER IN

1991?

DeskJet SOO for the PC $459
OeskWriter for the Mac $459

Color Too
Expensive?
Not any more. HP now offers 300
dpi color inkjet printers for both
the Mac and Pc. And we've got
them on sale now for just $795.
OeskJet 500C for the PC
OeskWriter C for the Mac

$795
$795

Pick-up
Casco Bay
Weekly's Annual

WINTER

HANDBroK

Advertising deadline
Is Wednesday. Nov. 20
On the stands Thursday. Nov. 27

SOLUfIONS
computer center

28 U.S. Route One,
Yarmouth, ME 040%
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MADD official
Indited; director
resigns
A Cumberland County
grand jury has indicted a
former official of the Maine
chapter of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving on charges of
stealing more than $1,000
from the group.
Joanne Mattheson, the
chapter's former victim
services director, was
charged with aggregated
theft for allegedly falsifying
expense reports between
October 1990 and February
1991, officials said.
In an unrelated matter, the
chapter's executive director,
the Rev. Marilyn Robb, has
resigned for personal reasons,
but she will continue working as a consultant to the
group while it reorganizes,
said Neill Minor, chairman of
the Maine chapter's interim
adviSOry board.
Last June, the Maine
chapter's board of directors
suspended and then fired
Robb as executive director,
accusing her of mismanagement. In August, the national
organization suspended the
chapter and conducted its
own investigation.
Robb was reinstated, the
board that fired her was
dissolved and the president,
vice president and treasurer
were barred from serving
again. But those officers have
appealed that ruling to
MAOD's national board, said
Sharon Blake, the former
president.

Jolly John goes
broke

GREATER PORT1.AND

800-322-5003
(207) 84&-5143

charged with armed robbery
in Westbrook, and one is
accused of embezzling.
Bringing Baker back to
Portland may mean there
won't be enough money to
extradite other defendants.
"Maybe some dope dealer
won't come back and there'll
be a big brouhaha over that,"
said OA Anderson. "In this
economy, these kind of
decisions have to be made."

For more
information
call 775-6601.

John M Pulsifer, the
former automobile dealer
known throughout southern
Maine as "Jolly John:' has
filed for personal bankruptcy,
listing assets of about $1.5
million and debts of some
$9.55 million.
The flamboyant businessman, a familiar television
figure who served as
pitchman in ads for his fastgrowing string of dealerships
along U.S. Route 1, had built
his used-car lot into one of
the nation's leading Ford
dealerships before the
economy turned sour and his
debts caught up wHh him.
Pulsifer's petition for a
Chapter 7 liquidation was

filed Nov. 8 in U.s. Bankruptcy Court.
Pulsifer had placed his
Saco-based auto business in
bankruptcy more than a year
ago, first under Chapter 11 in
hopes of a financial reorganization, but later converting to
Chapter 7.
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• By Al Diamon

Northport Hair & Nail Salon

AIDS hotllne
flooded

-receive a Shaw. $15 gift
certificate with every penn or
lervlcea of equal value towarda

A Portland-based AIDS
hotline was flooded with calls
on Nov, 8 in response to
basketball star Magic
Johnson's dramatic announcement that he is
infected with the virus that
causes AIDS.
By mid-afternoon, an
estimated 75 people had
called the hotline, which
normally handles about 10
calls a day.
"A lot of people have been
calling to say they're afraid
they might be infected," said
Cathy Kidman, coordinator
of community education for
The AIDS Project in Portland,
which runs the hotline.
'They're worried about
having unprotected sex."
The Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta estimates
that one in 100 men and one
in 600 women are already
infected with the virus that
causes AIDS.
The AIDS Project provides
testing. For more information, call the AIDS hotline at
1-800-851-2437.

Storm relief
hotline opening
An emergency-relief
hotline has been set up for
Mainers affected by a severe
Atlantic storm that battered
parts of the coast Oct. 30.
Federal and state emergency management agencies
also said a disaster relief
application center will be
open at the Grange Hall on
state Route 109 in Wells from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Tuesday
through Thursday.
The hotline is fot-individua1s and business owners who
need to know about financial
assistance and other relief
programs. The hotline
number, toll-free allover
Maine, is 1-800-531-1860,
The federal government
pays 75 percent of the cost of
repairing damage to roads,
sea walls and other public
property, Owners of homes
and businesses damaged by
the flooding may also be
eligible to receive lowinterest loans to pay for
repairs not covered by
insurance.
People out of work
because of the storm's effects
are also among those who
may be eligible for help.
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The McKernan administration is catching flack from critics
about its plan to cut the state budget by more than $120 million
because that plan appears to lack many details.
McKernan and company have been vague about what state
services they want to tum over to the private sector, when that
might happen and how much it would save. The critics say
large parts of the budget look as if they'd been thrown in at the
last minute so the bottom line would balance - regardless of
the political, economic or human consequences.
The governor, of course, denies these charges. But an
administration insider recently confided that not all
McKernan's budget innovations are meant to be taken seriously.
It seems that during last winter's budget crisis, the ace
budget team hit a roadblock on how to fund a 7 percent raise
due state employees. The state workers wanted their money,
but the GUYS cupboard was bare. And to make matters worse,
the budget was due before the Legislature ASAP.
So, during a late night brainstorming session: one ~f the
brighter lights in the administration came up Wlth an Idea:
Offset the raise with unpaid furlough days that every state
worker would be forced to take,
Everyone agreed that it was one of the dumbest ideas ever to
be suggested in a building that's become famous for dumb
ideas.
Legislators would never buy it. The unions would scream
bloody murder. The public would hold it up to ridicule. Etc. But
it would buy the McKernan forces a little time to figure out
something better.
So the furlough plan was sent to the Legislature, which
promptly passed it into law.
.
Ever since, the state has been trying to get along by paying
its employees the same amount of money for fewer workdays.
This plan virtually assures that the state employee needed to do
any particular job is never in the office.
Moral: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the Trashmen's song
"Surfer Bird" and David Duke all started out as deliberately
dumb ideas, and look what happened.

For a limited time the best
in haircuu are $7.00.

Northport Hair & Nail Salon
222 Auburn St., Portland
(F'1I'St Atlantic Building)
797-8894
Expi~.

~

Very Best In Hair Styling
Without High Stuffy Prices.

Dec. 51, exclude. other speciala.

FOR FIGURE
AND
HOCKEY
SKATES

for the

whole family
We have a great
selection of name brand
skates such as CCM
Bauer, Lange, Micron
and American

*
*
*

Lined and Insulated
Figure Skates ••• from $29.95
Hockey Skates for
men & boys.•. from $46.95
Strap-On Beginner
Skates.-.$9.95

Quote of the week
Overheard in a Statehouse restroom: '1 think I'll turn my
new bam into a prison, and get in on this privatization stuff."

Runner-up for quote of the week
Alan Caron of the Campaign for Sensible Transportation,
after working 'round the clock during the final weeks before the
successful referendum that halted the widening of the Maine
Turnpike: "Yeah, I got home and all my plants had died, again.
It's a good thing I don't have a cat."

News release of the week
The following news release, reprinted here in its entirety,
was distributed anonymousl y to the Statehouse press corps just
after Gov. McKernan announced that he would ask state
workers to take a 5 percent pay cut - while refUSing to cut the
salaries of his own aides:
"SUPPORTERS OF PEOPLE AT THE TOP Protest Planned,
Members of SPAT have announced plans for a protest at the
soon-to-be-privatized Maine State University System to let.
Maine's media know that people at the top deserve protection.
"'We've suffered enough,' a person at the top told reporters
following the governor's informative news conference. ~t is .
time that others pitch in.' When: Thursday, 5 pm (cocktails WIll
be served) Contact: Rollin Ives and Willis Lyford."
Neither Ives, the state's Human Services Commissioner, nor
Lyford, the governor's press secretary, had any comment on the
news release - mostly because no one asked them.

Writing It down as we go along

273

Everything for in, on and under the water.
St., Portland
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Do You
Suffer From:
Fatigue
Tension

Artluitis
Back Pain Neck/Shoulder Pain
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Sciatica
Arm/l.eg Pain

Chiropractic
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any longer.
cause
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of your pam.

AFFORDABLE FAMILY HEALTH CARE PLAN AVAILABLE

ABETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC
2063 Outer Congress
(next to UNUM) Portland

If you know something interesting (which is the word polite
people use when they mean "silly") happening in or around
state or local government, please share it. You'll be helping to
shine the bright light of democracy into the dark comers of
government, and causing the cockroaches of mismanagement to
scurry away from the Roach Motel of a free press.
Tips, anonymous or otherwise, should be mailed to "Politics
&: Other Mistakes" c/o 0=0 Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St,
Portland, Maine 04101. Or you can phone your news to
775-6601. The answering machine never sleeps.

This is the premiere appearance of Politics & Other Mistakes, which
will become a regular feature of Casco Bay Weekly. Al Diamon is a
seasoned Statehouse reporter who also covers the Statehouse for the
Maine Public Broadcasting Network and WGAN .
H

• Continued on page 6

your Thanksgiving Meal.

Making it up as they go along
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NATIVE AMERICAN
JEWELRY & CRAFTS
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• Continued from page S

from TURKEY STUFFING to

Fleet finishes off
Maine National

SEASONAL BREADS, ROLLS,
PIES and CAKES to

WILD TURKEY TRUFFLES

Port Bake House

our first

SUNDAY BRUNCH
for the benefit of

263 St. John St., 773·5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773·2217
Please Order By Friday November 22

$ SAVE $
ON ROOM SIZE CARPET REMNANTS

November 17
9:30 AM ... 2:30 PM

S7500andUP
•

THE
MAINE HEALTH
FOUNDATION

pilla tJX

l We have a Ceramic Tile Trivet and Bound

FREE• Entry Mat for you, Just for stopping by
~~

Have a good time
for a good cause
& Good Cookin'
for a Good Reasonl

TILE & FLOOR COVERING CENTER

267 WARREN AVE. • PORTLAND

Hours:
M-F 8-5, Sat. 9-3

797-7635

Personal
Checks

774,1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

PI-IISI-I

SENIOR CITIZENS
10% OFF ALL PURCHASES NOW THROUGH
DECEMBER 31,1991.

FULL SERVICE GLASS COMPANY
FREE ESTIMATES

One Industrial Way. Portland. 797-0801

November 22,1991 at 8 pm,
Portland Campus Gym
Tickets available at The College 1Il"",m
or Portland Events Board
(874-6598)
USM Students: $10
General Public: $12

Beet Bank of Maine
formally finished its takeover
of Maine National Bank on
Nov. 7, consolidating the
failed bank's data processing
operations into its own and
absorbing its accounts.
Beet spokeswoman Jane
Madigan said the changes
should be invisible to
customers, but were significant.
'This is the official day
when everything is converted
onto the Beet system," she
said. "It really makes us one
bank."
Beet took Maine National
last spring as part of the
government-assisted takeover of the giant Bank of
New England Corp.
Beet also took over the
failed Maine Savings Bank
earlier this year. Beet plans
to combine Maine Savings' 26
branches, Maine National's
37 and its own 82 branches
into one network of 107
offices.

BNAS to get new
wings?
Pentagon officials are
conSidering Brunswick Naval
Air Station (BNAS) as the
possible new home for a
squadron of anti-submarine
planes from a base being
closed in California.
Moffett Field Naval Air
Station in California has been
ordered shut down by 1995
and officials say Brunswick
might receive a squadron of
eight P-3 Orion aircraft from
Moffett.
The squadron would bring
more than 400 jobs to the
base, pumping an estimated
$20 million into the
Brunswick area's economy
and helping to offset layoffs
at the air base and the Bath
Iron Works shipyard in
recent months.
The Navy has four bases
for the P-3 Orions, an
Eisenhower-era plane used to
hunt enemy submarines:
Brunswick, Moffett, Barber's
Point in Hawaii and Jacksonville, F1a.

Back the Woods," a goal its
leaders say will not be easy to
accomplish.
Lorraine Tedeschi of
Rockport asked Commissioner William Vail to include
the name of her organization
in the 1992-93 edition of the
hunting and trapping
• regulations booklet put out
by the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife.
Tedeschi's group also
asked Vail to let her know
how he plans to circulate lists
of properties that owners
want to keep off-limits to
hunters.
Asserting that he has no
plans to honor Tedeschi's
request, Vail said his department is in the business of
promoting hunting, not
discouraging it.
The Bangor-based group
was founded after the
acquittal of Donald Rogerson,
the hunter charged with
manslaughter in the accidental shooting of housewife
Karen Wood as she was
standing in woods behind her
home in Hermon on Nov. 15,
1988.
Tedeschi said the group
favors the idea of "reverse
posting" in which a property
would be regarded as offlimits to hunters unless there
were a sign indicating that
hunting is allowed.

Layoffs at WMTW
WMTW Television
(Channel 8) in Auburn is
laying off 14 full-time and
three part-time employees
because of the weak
economy.
In addition to the layoffs,
the ABC affiliate is reducing
nine full-time positions to a
part-time basis.
Among those being laid
off is WMTW's program
manager Bernie Aiello.
Jeff Bint, a sportscaster, is
the only on-air worker
affected in the restructuring
of the station. F1int is being
retained as a part-time
employee.
The restructuring at
lAIA.A'nN comes less than a
month after the station's
news director, Dennis
Tompkins, was fired, and
veteran sportscaster Craig
Pus hard was let go.
WMTW' ~ staff reductions
follow similar moves at
WCSH (Channel 6), which
laid off 10 workers two weeks
ago, and WGME (Channel
13), which is not filling some
vacant positions.

Non-hunters seek
to "Take Back the
Woods"

Andrews shakes a
new leg
u.s. Rep. Thomas H.

An organization that
promotes the rights of
landowners to bar hunters
from their property has asked
Maine's fish and game
commissioner to circulate a
list of properties that are offlimits to hunters.
The Non-hunters Rights
Alliance, formed amid the
controversy over a Bangor
hunter who accidentally shot
and killed a woman whom he
mistook for a deer, has
adopted the motto, "Take

Andrews, whose right leg
was amputated above the
knee 16 years ago because of
cancer, is testing an experimental artificial limb he
hopes will enable him to
walk without a cane.
Andrews, a progressi ve
Democrat representing
southern Maine, says the
technically advanced "Seattle
Umb," made of flexible
plastics and weighing only
five pounds, could prove to

be a vast improvement over
the 14-pound model, made
partly of wood, he has been
wearing for 10 years.
"The theory of it is that I'll
be able to walk better, walk
faster, walk more comfortably and eventually perhaps
even be able to walk without
a cane," he said.
Trying out the new limb is
sometimes painful because of
the adjustments required to
assure a proper fit.
A former handicapped
rights activist, Andrews, 38,
skis, works out in the House
gymnasium and rarely parks
in spots designated for the
handicapped.

Tree of Life
An ancient symbol of
productiveness,
wisdom and life

abacus
american crafts
44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101
772-4880

Rings and pendants available in sterling silver, 14K and 18K gold

Reported /Jy Eric Hannelius,
Monte Paulsen and
the AssociaJed Press.

weird news
... EcolOgists have come
up with an answer to the
problem of Mexico City's
suffocating smog. Alfonso
Cipres Villareal, head of the
Mexican Ecologists Movement, said his group plans to
set up 10 booths on street
comers around the city and
sell oxygen - $1.75 for 30
seconds' worth.
... In Dalton, Ga., police
ordered the Harvest Ministries shelter for the homeless
to close because it didn't have
a parking lot. Sheila Reed, the
shelter's director, objected,
pointing out that the homeless don't have cars.
... In Omaha, Neb., the
emergency room at Clarkson
Hospital was left unattended
for about an hour after the
only doctor on duty, Bruce
Harvey, was arrested because
he was slow to respond to a
police request to draw blood
from a drunken-driving
suspect.
... In Baton Rouge, La.,
police officer Larry Lewis had
just pulled into the police
station parking lot when he
saw a 1972 Chevrolet Impala
heading down the highway
at about 30 miles per hourbackwards. He followed it
and arrested Daniel Smith
and Louis Reed, both 27, after
they backed into a service
station for gas in the car,
which had been reported
stolen and had no forward
gears.
Roland Sweet/A/IerNet
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I STARTED GEftlNG DEEP
Come to the professional

CLEANSING TREATMENTS AT
skin care clinic -

L'ESTHETIQUES THAT MY
recommended by

SKIN REALLY CLEARED UP."
dermatologists.

ilLa

L'Esthetiques
Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road, just off Route 1
Falmouth. Maine
781·5100

______-TEES
Two Day
Turnaround
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CiIsco Bay Wukly

NOVEMBER
SAL E

Excellent SWP Hazelnut
decaf Coffee
$1.99 lb.
Westbrae Ramen in
Miso broth
(all flavors) 89¢
Martinelli's Sparkling
Apple Cider
25.4 fl. oz.
$2.19
NENB New England
Natural Bakers
Bulk Organic Muesli
$I.99Ib.
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COOPERATIVE
155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days aweek
772-4937

MEN IN
RECOVERY
Proactive
Recovery
Groups
MEN IN RECOVERY,
groups for men with
one or more years in
successful recovery
seeking a pragmatic,
action oriented
approach to solving
daily life dilemmas.
Ufe skills
developement
including:
· Setting personal
bounderies & limits
· Intimacy & sexualityissues for men
· The art of negotiating
with your partner
· Taking care of
yourself financially
· Rediscovering
"play" as an adult
· Surviving the
stress of the 90's
· Groups start monthly.
Insurance reimbursable

For more information call
Dr. David Margolis,
781 -2185. If unavailable,

leave day and evening
phore numbers. All calls

Why did -New England Telephone get a tax break of
S127, 183 - a 37 percent reduction - for Portland
properties, Including this one on Davis Farm Road ...

.••whlle Pat and patty Gardners' tax more than doubled
on their Peaks Island home?
CBWphotos(Tonee Harbert

TAX BREAKS,
TOUGH BREAKS

property tax bill would go from $1,660 to $2,769.
'1t didn't take a genius to figure out that if the homeowners
were getting screwed all over Portland:' said Perkins, "then
someone was getting a good deal."

Continued from front page

The good deal was going to many of the largest corporations
in the city:
• At New England Telephone, the revaluation for the
company's Portland properties went from $9,193,340 to
$9,739,900. At the proposed tax rate, the phone company's
property tax bill would decrease by 37 percent.
• The former Maine National Bank at 396 Congress St. now part of Fleet Bank of Maine - was marked up a mere 18
percent. But that slight increase in value would translate into a
tax reduction of 30 percent when Fleet pays its property taxes
next year.
• And directly across the street from City Hall, the offices of
the Portland Press Herald and the Maine Sunday Telegram were
marked up by 27 percent.
But at the proposed property tax rate, parent Guy Gannett
Publishing Company's tax would drop by more than 25
percent.
(Curiously, Gannett's own name disappeared from a list of
"the 24 most valuable commercial and industrial properties in
Portland" that was published June 19 in the Portland Press

On June 13, accountant Frank Perkins opened up his mailbox
and fished out a letter from the Office of the Assessor of the
City of Portland.
The letter informed Perkins and his wife Shirley Morehouse
that their two-story home at 72 St. Lawrence St. had been
revalued from $25,000 to $95,900.
The letter instructed Perkins and Morehouse that if they
wished to review their revaluation, they had 10 days to make an
appointment with a company called Cole-Layer-Trumble.
The letter continued: "A change in the proposed value will
be considered only if the owner can demonstrate that the
appraised value is in excess of market value."
'When I read that letter, I had to do a double take before the
magnitude of the increase started to sink in," said Perkins, who
moved to Munjoy Hill from New York with his wife two-and-ahalf years ago to get away from the high cost of living.
Later that month, Perkins learned that the city proposed
setting the tax rate at $22.30 per thousand dollars. He estimated
that his property tax bill was going from $962 to $2,100 in one
year - an increase of 141 percent
'1 just couldn't believe it," said Perkins. "Here we are in a
recession, one might say even a depression, and my house is
revalued up by almost 300 percent and my taxes go up by 140
percent in one year."
Perkins talked to his neighbors and began comparing their
revaluations with his own.
"And then I got angry," he said.
"I went down to the assessor's office and looked up the
revaluation done by Cole-Layer-Trumble on my neighbors on
St. Lawrence Street and compared that with the pre-revaluation
and determined the percentage increase," said Perkins.
"Not to my surprise, all the homes were going up in value
from a low of 78 percent to a high of 280 percent."
Perkins and his Munjoy Hill neighbors were not alone in
discovering that the revaluation tripled and in some cases
quadrupled the official value of their homes. Nor were they
alone in discovering that their property tax bill was skyrocketing. Thousands of Portland homeowners were facing tax hikes.
Among them:
• On Peaks Island, Pat and Patricia Gardner, who had
retired to Peaks Island from Iowa, received a similar letter
infomUng them that their home had risen from $65,100 in value
to $227,000 - an increase of 350 percent. The Gardner's tax bill
would go from $2,438 to $5,062 in one year, if the proposed tax
rate is approved.
• In the Deering neighborhood, Donald Foster learned that
his home had been revalued from $44,330 to $124,200. His

Big business, big tax breaks

Herald.)
New England Telephone, Fleet Bank and Guy Gannett
Publishing Company are not alone in receiving property tax
reductions. H Portland City Manager Robert Ganley keeps his
promise of holding to a $22.30 tax rate, at least 20 of the largest
commercial properties in Portland will receive huge property
tax breaks.
And in addition to these breaks, many of these companies,
like New England Telephone, received a $115,000 reduction in
their 1990-91 property tax bill under the so-called "phase-in
program."
Still, these big winners of the Great Revaluation are completely unrepentant.
"There is nothing unusual about New England Telephone
paying $115,000 less in property taxes for 1990-91 over 1989-90,"
said Peter Kovach, a spokesperson for New England Telephone.
"And there is nothing unusual about New England Telephone
receiving another reduction next year under full valuation," he
continued.
"This is just a byproduct of the state of the economy," said
Kovach, "and it's taking place all over the Northeast as cities do
revaluations."
Spencer Jones, property manager for Finard and Company,
agreed. Finard would get a 24 percent reduction on the tax bills
for its downtown office buildings.
"The reason they have declined is because of a decline in
downtown Portland," said Jones. "An improvement in downtown Portland ... will bring more businesses to Portland,
increase values and reduce the amount of taxes residential

Dean Velentgaa Gallery. 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. "Outsider Art," an exhibition
of contemporary American art by artists
wor1<ing outside the academic tradition:
Howard Finster. Mary T. Smith. Jinvny
Lee Sudduth, Mose Tomver and others.
Showing through Dec 1. Gallery hours:
Thurs 12-8, Fri & Sat 12-5. Sun 12-4. and
by appointment - 772-2042.
Fl'CMlt Gully Gallery. 411 Congress St,
Portland. Agroupexhibltion featuring the
wor1cs of all gallery artists, including oil8.
watercolor. pastels. and sculpture In a
wide ranga of styles and subjects by
Dalav lpear, DeWItt Hardy. Eric GreMI.
Laurenza Sis""n, Alfred Chadbouma.
Martha Groome. Sharon Yates. Cabot
Lyford and John Laurent. Gallafy hours:
Mon-Fri. 12-«1 pm. or by appointment.
773-2555.
O ....nhut 0........ 148 MIddIeSt, Portland. New wort<s by Duncan Slade, Jane
Dahman. ConnIa Hayea. Geoffnly Bolen.
Peyton Higgiaon. Doug Frail, Leo Brookll
& others. Through Dacerrbar. Gallafy
hours: Man-Sat, 10:3G-5:30. 772-2693.
HItchcock o.flery. 6a2 CongnIss St. Portland. "Art as Daily Rltuar by Paul Plant.
showing through Nov 24. 773-0976.
Katahdin R..... u ..nt, co~ of Spring &
High street., Ponland. "Mostly Maine,"
an exhibit of 32 Cibachrome color photographs by Bob Gross. Through Jan 4,
1992.774-8059.
The Lewla Gallery. Portiand Public L~
brary, 5 Monument Square. "Bangor or
Bust," juried visual art exhibition of work
by Maine residents ages 59 and older.
The work. In the show wil ahare tha
theme of "home." Sponsored by
Portland's Danforth Gallery. Tlvough Nov
211. Slide presentation at 6 about previous shows and aaNices of the Danforth
Gallafy. Hours: Mon. Wad & Fri &-6: Tuee
& Thura noon-II; Sat 9-5.871-1710.
Portland MUHUrn of Art, Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours: Tues.
Wad,Fri&Sat, 10.-n-5pm:ThutSl0am9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission: adults
$3.50. senior citizens and studanIlI with
10$2.50, children under 18 $1. group rata
$3. Musetnl admission II flee 10 amnoon Saturday. 773-2787 .

·Beren .... AbbGtt, Phototl.. pller: A
ModemVl8lon celebfatesa woman who
began as an apprentlcato Man Rayandls
now retired and liYing In Monson. Maine.
This retrospectiva of 120 photographs
encompasses five major themes In
Abbott's work, including a selection of
imagas from "Portrait of Maine," a photographic study she began upon moving 10
the state in 1959. The show also includes
Abbott's pomits 01 artists such as James
Joyce. Andre Gide & Djuna Bames; her
startling images 01 New York City In the
19305: seminal workofscientific photography from the 19409 and images from
her travels along U.S. Highway 1 in 1954.
Showing through Jan 12,1992.
"Late Medfewland EartyRenalallllnce
illuminated Manuscript. Jewel-like
and exquisite, illuminated manuscripts
are handwritten books featuring pictures,
ornamented letters and decorated margins clone in colors. gold & silver pailt.
The richly adomed manuscripts In this
collection provide a continuous record of
the development of Medieval and earty
Renaissance art while providing Insight
Into the culture. Ideas & tasta that pres1dad overa300-yearparlod of European
history. Thlsaxhlbll focuses on textleavee
and rriniatures from bibles, books of
hours. psaltals. psalter-hours. mIesaI8,
bnIvlariae & choIrbooks from 1111
Europe. Showing through Jan 19, 1992.
The 8p1rtt.d QoumMl, 142 St. John St,
Portland. Suzanna McCloud'. mixed
media wor1cs through Oac:ermar. Hours:
~Fri. 10-8; Sat, 10>2.773-2919.
The .eln Gallery. 20 Milk St. Portland.
"Imagery In Etched Glasa," eandblastad
art depicting • variety of subjects from
Fred & Ginger to the African SerIea and
mora.fmlginative, .-IuctlYagraphlcsby
fourconta!11)Ol8ry glllas artill\s. Through
Nov 20. Gallafy HoutS: Moo-Sat, 11 am6 pm: Sun. 12-5 pm. 772-9072.
Sun aallery. 496 Congress St, Portland.
Doug Frati'sworks are painted pieces on
wood. Including sculpture. paintings and
painted furniture. Myles Danaher's work
consists primarily of landscaps paintIngs. Through Nov 23. Galery hours: WedSat.l1 am-8 pm or by appolntmant. 8284760 or 773-8818.
Tho.. Mo•• , Cabln.tm.k..... 415
Cumberiand AWl. Portland. "The Russian
Album." an international photography
exhibition featuring. colectlon of bfack
& whita phota. by Nikolai C'-!okoY
and saIectIId ngee from "Foto Eva.· . .
exhibit of .....tatr and profeaalonal ph<>toe from the Intemetlonal cornrrulity .
Showing tNough Nov 29. Hotn: ~
Sat. &-5. 774-3791.
3 VIewe Arta, 112 High St. Portfand. "Fall

0_

11110 Wlntar:A MUlaLand9caps,"lnwhich
the lntanHcolors ofthefall. as well as the
beautiful black and whita paletta of winter are repreMntad In an open show of
Maine artists. M8111 the artists Nov 22,
from 8-9 pm. GaHary hours: Fri & Sat, 99; Sun 12-5. 772-1961.

personally responded to by
Dr. Margolis.
•

Omtin~d on ""g< 20

AM

7@skis

Atmosphere
serving a
complete:
Breakfast
Lundl ~ Dinner!
starting at $2.95

lHAPPY HOI1U:
MONDAY·nuDAY
7-10 AM " 4-7 PM

MAGI€
of Christmas
D Michael Heath,tenor • The Palish Ringers
Magtc of Christmas Chorus • Ray Comils. organ
7:30 PM Dec 13,14, IS; 19,20,21,22
2:00 PM Dec. 14,1 5; 21, 22

..FULL MENU SERVED..
Monday. Thursday: 7AM.IIPM
Friday & Saturday 7AM.Midnight
Sunday:~oon.llPM

GIDDY UP, GIDDY UP, GIDDY UP LET'S GO!

TIckets: $9, $16, $21. $25. Call today 773-8191 1-800-639-2309
PSO Office open M-F: 9-6, Sal.. 10-1

_ _jm::m~.!M.

.SATURDAYS ARE LADIES NIGHTS.

~~

Well Drinks 1.75 8:ooPM.last call!
2.12. DANFORTH

S~PORTLAND,

ME

"Where Good Friends. Fint Foods. (I Spirits Blend Torether...

•

COUPO~

I

CANADIAN BRASS
Friday. November 15.8:00 pm
Portland City Hall Auditorium

•

Buy anyone of our

: BREAKFAST:
•

I

Tickets: $10, $16. $21, $25
Children's tickets hair-price
(13 and under)
Group rates available

COUPO~

••

: lroal : 88D~c!cci~Uaiteml
I

From Carnegie Hall to
the China Wall to
Portland City HallAn ensemble that makes
sure you have fun!

•• , .

Expire. Nov. 31.1991.
MUit pre5Cnt coupon!.

CupCh
of Soup
d
or

ower

••

Expi ... Nov. 31. 1991, MUII:",""",,' alUpOn! •

-.-.----.--~-.-.--.---.

ORANGE THEN BLUE

lWO

Friday. November 22. 8:00 pm
Cortbell Concert HaU - USMlGorham

SHOWS!

Two colors and a dozen

SAT. NOV.

instruments and a new

16

look at the jazz
chamber orchestra -

Imaginative arrangements,
-creative soloing and tight
ensemble playing

9:30PM

e~

Tickets: $12 General Admission
Senior Cltluns, $5 Students)

($8

SUN. NOV.

17

GLENN YARBROUGH
and tbe
NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS
Friday, December 6. 8:00 pm
Portland City Han Auditorium
Share the spirit of the season

with a special Christmas
program in the fmest
American folic music tradition

Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22
Children's tickets halr'price
(13 and under)
Group rates available

PIDLHARMONIA HUNGARICA
Yehudi Menuhin. Conductor
Markham & Broadway. duo pianists
Monday, January 27. 7:30 pm

GET FRESH
• Gourmet Catering
• Elhnic Cuisines

Portland Conttrt Association
262 Cumberland Avenue Ponland, Maine 0410 I
(207) 772-8630

:

FREE :

N A WINTER'S NIGH

ISAAC STERN. Violin
Robert McDonald, Piano
Saturday, January 4, 8:00 pm

•

• Luscious Desserts

800-639-2707

1800 DlIIrCu donated by

I.onA Dutanno Nonh)

Please call 92&3338

Enjoy yourself !hIs year. ..
Plan yoor holidayJeslivilles nem wi!h
GET FRESH. Ofteling inna.loljve menu
ideas as well as .oditionol fovorlles.
Homemade Cokes and Pies ollOllobie.

20

0Isc0 &y Wa/cly

November 14, 1991

An

Open
Invitation
to the
Community

Open
House
Nov. 23& 24
"Tbe juggler", acryHc by David CedroM

2-5p.m.

Affordable Art for
the Holidays
Cynthia Morse
Margot Trout
Evelyn Winter
Milton Christiansen
Paul Plant
and many more ...

Cissy Buchanan
Marguerite Lawler
Elizabeth Sawyer

7 days S-M
9:00-6:00

LOO~

655-5060

ART GALLERY

Rte 302 - South casco

Nancy K. Davidson, curator

Community Photog"phyShowlng Cel- A B..ln Tumor Support Group meeting
ebrating Portland and photography, area
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital
of Portland (NERH-Portland), t 3 Charles
residents a re invited to submn slides of
St. This group has been designed by
their favorite peopleand places inthecity
NERH-Portland and the American Canfor "My Favorite Portland" slide showing
cer Society to meet the special needs of
Jan 25, 1992. AU slides received will be
shown in a free public presentation at
adutis with brain tumorn and their families. The group meets the second and
Portland Museum of ArI. Slides should
fourth Thursdays of the month. Interba of outdoor scenes, with a maximum 0/
ested participants should contact Rev.
two slides submitted per paBOn. They
should be sent with a sen-addressed,
Wish prior to their first meeting for a brief
• Continued
pttge 19
preliminary interview. P90ple areencoursta~ envelope to Thea Holtwijk,
aged to join any time, call Wish at 775$MRT, PO Box 618, Portland 04104.
4000, ext. 542.
Entrants should include their name, eddress and phone number, the location CIIncerSUpport Oroup The VIsiting Nurse
where the slide was taken and an opServIce of Southern Maine hold this
tionall oo-word statementabout theview.
monthly support and education group
enabUng those affected by cancerto help
The Denforth Oellery Mernben' M_othens, providing infonnation about . .
Inti Nov 23 at 1 pm wli feature a discus8OIJIC8Sand~ngtodecn!asetheanxi
Sion called "OUtdoor Murals: Beauty or
etles felt by those diagnosed and their
Blight" It will be led by Anthony Taylor,
families. Info and support is facilitated by
local muralist. and wi! contain remarks
80CIaI wor1<on, nurses, oncologists, nuby Tom Crotty of Frost Gl,jly Gallery ...
IIowdoInCollegeM_oI' Art, WIIIIcar
tritionists and cancer suMwrs. All meetcorded on tape forthis meeting. Call 775ArlBuIIdIng, BowdoinColege, Brunwtck.
Ings are held attheVNS Saco Office at 15
6245 for mo,.lnfo.
125-3275.
Industrial Park Rd, at no cost. Call 284Hitchcock Oallery will be accepting three
.,... .......nd the HeNeften ..,.....
4568 or 1-8OO-66()-4VNS for more info .
works by artists from which the 8Khibition
of l'llnodl.. In 1.J.mIo Art A major
schedule for the upcorr*lg yealll will be Divorced P ....pectlves is a weekly meet8Khibition that exarnn. the sub1lety and
ing held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at
planned. Call the gallery first, at 773richness oIlslarric concepts of the afterWoodfords Congregational Church, 202
0978, before bringing work 0 _ to 602
life as a paradisiacal garden through the
Woodford St, Portland. For further inforCongress SI.
presentation of some of the nnest art
mation, cal 774-HELP.
produced by this culture. Consisting of
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Port50 objects lent them from museums
land Confidential support group meeting
across the country, the works include
Monday nights in room #2 at the Dana
illustrated manuscripts, tiles and other
Hea~h Center, Maine Medical Center,
ceramics, textiles, matal and enamel work
Portland. For more info, cali 774-4357.
which are represented In an Installation
Help for Fears, Anxiety & Dep ..... lon
Incorporating aspects 01 Islarric archlRecovery ,Inc. offern a method forpeople
tecture created by Charlee W. Moore. On
whose symptoms are nefVOUS in origin.
view through Dec t 5.
Meetings are held every week in Portland
• ......bnlndt and'" CofttemponIrtee
at 10 am Saturdays al the Father Hayee
Exhibit focusing on RermnIndt'. c0ntri- N;T UP Maine Teach·1n ' " ' Learn
Cenler,899 Stevena Ave. Wndhammeetbution to the art of the print. HIt workl.,.
iogs are held at 7 pm Mondays at N.
mont about HIV and AlDS-related iSSUes,
dilpla)'ecl in the context of the gl'llphlc
Windham Union Church Parish House,
drug development and approval proproduction 01 ilia Dutch contllfl1)Onlriel
Route 302. No charge. Contact DIane at
grams. women'. treatment and . .
such as Ciaes Comellsz, Moeyaert .00
892-9529 for more Info.
t o _ . priaons and HIV and more Nov
J ... ~. Workl eochibited IncIuc!e
23 from 9-4 at Wilhton West Church, 32 11ome1_n_Tohelp,contacIthe""
porIlIIits, Blblal !tierra .nd 11T-sIThoIMS St. Portland. $5 donation (more
lerclosest to you. Or if you need
drawn from daily life in 17th-can1u1y H0f.if you can). PIaaM cal to _
your
lance In finding a home, cal Hoepitality
land. In the John A & Helen P. Becker
space at 774-7224 or 774-5082.
House Inc at 453-2986, orwrite P.O. Box
Gallery. Through Jan 5.
HInckley, Ma 04944.
The C - a.y 0 _ will hold their
*Twentieth Century Art: SelectIon.
monthly meeting wil be held Nov 17 at Inceat Survivor Oroup for women suMfrom the Permanent Collection A
of sexual abus&'lncest held weekly
8:30 pmonthesecond IIooro/the P90pJes
showing the! provides an opportunity to
Buldlng, 155 BrackettSt, Portland. PIbat Womanspeca Counseing Centar in
study workl dating from World War I to
lic invited. Call Karen at 774-4599 for
Portland. AI groupe are fac~itated and
the present day Including artists as variinfo.
strictly confidential. For more info, call
ous as Stephen Etnier, Marsden Hartley, ·Poetry" with Wiliam Carpenterla a Satur·
VIVian Wadas, MA, at 871.fJ377.
Alex Katz, Andrew Wyeth & William
day wriling workshop sponsored by Ingnlham Volunt. . . Help avaiable by
Zorach. showing through Feb 9. The
WMlPA on Nov 16 from 11 am-4 pm at the
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP.
museum is open to the public free of
Maine Writelll Center, Brunswick. Bring InJunod Worke.. M_tlng for wor1<ers
charge. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, lOamtwo short poems for critique and discushaving difficulty with workers' comp sys5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. For further inforsion. Carpenter authored "The Hourn of
tem, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
mation, cal 725-3275.
Morning," which won the Associated
next to Sanford Unitarian Church, comer
ElemenlaGallery,56 MaineSt, Brunswick.
Writing Programs Award . Cost: $30 memof Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
"Toymakers: For the Child Wnhin," an
bers, $35 others. Pr&-registration is re- It's P.O.S.S.I.B.LE. (Partners of Surviexhibil of handmade toys for adults and
quire<l; send to 19 Mason St, Brunswick
vors Stop Incest by Leaming and Educatchildren. Through Dec 28. Hours: Mon040t t. Limited to 15. Call 729-6333.
ing) oHers phone support, workshops
Sat. 10-5; Sun 12-5. 729-1108.
Proprioceptive Writing basic intensive
and self-help support groups. Portland
Oleason Fine Art, 27 McKown St,
workshop Dec 8-8. Fee based on sliding
group meets bimonthly. For more Info,
Boothbay Hartlor. "Carl G. Nelson (1898scale from$t 00-$400. Forregistration or
cal 1-547-3532.
19881: The Sage of Cranberry Island"
further Info contact Proprioceptive Writ- Need to Talk? Dial Kids hotineis for teens
through Novembar. Gallery hours: TuesingCenter, 39 Deering St, Portland 041 04,
who have a problem or need to talk. The
Sat, 10-5; Sun 12-4; other times byappt
tel. 772-1847.
holline is open from 2:30-5 pm Mon-FrI.
by calling 633-6849 or 633-2336.
The Yarmouth W. .te Reduction and
Teens caling in talk to other teens who
Icon ContMIponryArt, 19MasonStreet,
Recycling CommIH •• '. bimonthly
are well trained to listen and help. Cals
BruMWick. Group axhIlition featuring
meeting witl ba held Nov2Q at 7:30 pm at
are kept confidential, except when the
Robert Hamilton, Dean Richardson,
theYarmouth Intermediatelbrary. Guest
caler Is In danger. Topics discussed on
Martha Miler, Peter McGlamery, Jomnie
Speaker Jerry Silva. director of llncoin
the hotllne range from family and school
Roes. Patt Franklin, Noriko Sakanlshl,
County's Recycling Program, wli speak
to sexuality and relationships, peer relaRon Cross & TobyAtIes. Showlnglhrough
on educational techniques for waste r&tions, birth control, loneliness, substance
Dec 25. Gallery houra: weekdays 1-5,
ductlon and recycling. Open to all. Call
abuse & suicide. If you need to talk, ca"
wwkands by chenc:e or appointment.
Sharon Freedman al 775-3052 for Info.
774-TAl..K.
725-8157.
Out for Good A lesbian dlscusslonlsup~Ine Audubon 8ocIety, Gllsland Farm,
pori group meets each Thuraday from 7118 Route 1, Famouth. EdIth Tucker will
9 pm in Saco. Toplca vary weekly. $1
exhibit her whimsical wooden animal
•
w.kly donation. Non-smoklng, chern8CuIpIurae during the monIh of NcMImmeeting. For Info, cal 247-3461 .
•
bar. The art 01 Gu.tena hal g_tty
outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay and
InfkJenced Tucker's WOlle, which IncorLesbian, Bisexual and Questionircl youth,
pomee the 11M of clear, bright colo,..
offers support and Infonnatlon for young
HoIn:M-Sat,9-5;Sun-S.781-2330.
people 22 and under, in a safe environMutc-ca.I~II,SchooI ... Whatf,
ment, every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at
Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport. Wcxka of 20
the Preble S1nIet Chapel, cornarof Preble
artists on contlnuoul display. Holn: 10andCumber1and avanues. Forlnfo, writ.
5 and 8:30-8:30 dally. 967·3453.
or call: OUtright, P.O. Box 5028, Station
118M'. Art Oallery, Gorham campus.
A, Ptld 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
"Maine: Back Yard MalneArtist... showThe I'IIth of Recovery Portland Sufi OrIng through Nov 21. Hours: 000fH SIJn.
der offers a series of sma. meetings
Thurs. 780-5409.
Involving meditalion based on the Sufi
Yarmouth Historical Society, Museum
teachings of Hiwat Inayal Khan and sharof Yarmouth History, third Hoorof Memll
ing focused on bringing spirituality into
Memorial Library, Main Street, Yarmouth.
our lives. Meetings are modeled after t 2"Collections," an exhib~ that looks at
step groups and welcome anyone with a
who collects Yarmouth history, why indidesire 10 recover from addictions or
IIkIuals colect things, and why they clocodependency. Meetings are Tuesdays,
nate them to the musalm. It shows how
7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodfords Congrega·
amuseumcollectlongrows,.ndlncludea AnONxie-Bulimi. Anonymoua is • feJ.
tional Church, 202 Woodfords St, Port·
guldeillMlll for eelecting Mtorlcal mat.
land. Open to the public. Donations are
Iowshlp 01 individuals who share their
MI. 1t.1Io II<IcIresa. the 11_ of ensurexperience, strength and hope w~h each
welcome. For more infOfTYllltion, c:aIJ Jan
Ing thet. rr.-m colectlon ,.flecta the
at 878-2283 or EI at 774-1203.
oIher, thet!hey may solve their common
rich dIYnty of a town'. hIItoIy. A wide
problemland help themse1ve8 and oth- .... lupervlalon end SUpport Oroup
v.riaIy of oIljec:t. from the muHUm c0l.... to
from eating chotdIn. It..
ThIs group is for c:ounselo,. working in
lection ilumate the thanw. Showing
our philoeophy to find altemata coping
the field of addic:tIons, with allis related
II'IoughNovember. Hou,.:Tu.-s.t, lOmechanisms, other than food, as well &II
isauea, and meet. every three weeks on
S. F.-; donations WIIIcome. 1141H1258.
to find our true identities, other than
• Monday from 4-5:30 pm. No faclitator.
No .... For '"""' Info call San! Chaney
through our eating dllordars. By ahar1ng
with ABA 1118ITIben, - explo,. moving
MS, lSAC at 871-7458; Jean Bryenton
Iowatds becoming actM pertlcipIInIlI ~
RN, lSAC, .t 727-5740; or Ellline
life. AnonymIty .. the foundation 0/ th18 _ Goodrich lCSW, LSAC, at 934-1212.
aupport group. ABA II facilitated by.. 8peclellnt.wlAAMeeting forpeopie
"TIle
VI8IoII 01' .......... In ...
COVMId people. Meataevay Friday from
IlvInl with AIDS meets weekly on Tueslemlo HIatory" WaIt.B. Denny,exhlbi8-7:30 pm at Westbrook Corrmunity
days at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition, 377
tloncuratorend profeDorof art hiltory at
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westblook. Cen
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting d.
Unl--'lyofMuuchJ8ettBAniIersI, wiN
854-8464 for further Info.
signed to provideasafespace In which to
glll8 a IectUf1l In conjunction with the A.R. T.S. Anonymou. is • group of local
dlllCUSS HIV iSSUes, while living positively
ongoing exhbltlon "The Here and the
artists recovering through the 12 Sleps,
tober. This meeting Is open only to those
Hereafter: Images of Paradise in Islarric
who have come together to form a supwho have tested HIV!Positlve or have
Art," Nov 14 at7:30 pm In Kreage AuditoporIgrouplhatmeetsevayMondayat7
been diagnosed with AIDS. For more
rium, VISual Arls Center, Bowdoin Colpm at St. luke's Cathedral, State Street,
Information call 871-9211.
Portland.
lege. Call 25-3275 for more Info.

Entertainment
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OUT OF TOWN

SENSE
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On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

a

•

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
"A FIrst Qass Night For You·

Dinner 8: Dance, Fri., Nov. 22, 6:30pm-12:3Oam at Keeley's Banquet ~r, 178
WIltren Ave., PonJand • $40 couplel$20 singletl1 and over.
Buffet meal served prompltly at 7pm. Evening includes music by Rt:d Light Revue,
bulTet including Clrved beef, seafood 8: dessen cart. Cash Bar. A ehance 10 dress up
for an evening of dinner and dancing!

For Reservations, 00797-3550 or 1-800-439-3550
N<w 20 Raoul's Dance Party
12 Keeley's "Fint Class Night>

13 Portsmouth Il Evcofn&
rT Raoul's Dance Party

•

N<w 29 Bnaoswlck Hold, 0,0.8,
30 Bnaoswick Hold, 0.0.8.

Dec 4 Malnc Uw School, Portland Qub
7 GH Bass, Portland Qub

• Capozza llle Co., Portland. Port IYkehouse,
Portland. Maine Cottage Furniture, l.ower Falls
landing. Yarmouth. Xahn's Hair Center,
Portland. The Baby Bag Company. Cumberland

Welcome to
Casco Bay
Weekly

• Maine Audubon Society. Falmouth. LA. Arts,
lewiston/Auburn II-Cathedral Rectory, Portland
• Carter Bros., Portland. Northport Hair Co: Nail
Salon, Portland. Portland Concert Association,
Portland. Red Ught Revue, Portland •
Solutions Computer Center, Yarmouth

HELP
reco_

OTHER
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homeowners are paying."
Likewise, officials at Gannett Publishing said the property
tax savings is a result of the weak economy in commercial real
estate.

W e offer professional,
pennanent hair removal at
a reasonable price. Using
state-of-the-art equipment
and the highest standard of
sterilization, the Electrology
Center provides a clean,
comfortable, relaxing
atmosphere that is always
private and confidential.

Fixed incomes, unlimited taxes
The Great Revaluation of 1991 has been the financial meltdown that may devastate Frank Perkins, Pat Gardner and
Donald Foster. It has also been the spark of a budding taxpayer
revolution.
"My wife and I scrimped and saved to build this house and
have a place to retire to," said Gardner, gesturing to his twostory Peaks Island home. 'We worked our butts off to build this
house all by ourselves. And now because of property taxes, (the
city) is trying to get us to leave."
Gardner describes himself as a moderate turned "mean dog."
He kindled the island secessionist movement and ignited a
drive to recall six city councilors who supported the revaluation
process,
"My wife and I are on a fixed income of between $30,000 and
$35,000 a year," Gardner explained. "Start subtracting all the
various local, state and federal taxes and we start hitting the
poverty range. And now we are supposed to cough up $5,000?
That's when I said enough is enough. It's time to fight back."
Gardner said the property tax system is inherently unfair.
"For a commercial property, the value placed on it is based
on the ability of the property to produce income," said Gardner.
''H it's not producing very much income, its value is going to be
lower.
"However, that same standard does not apply to a
homeowner. Nobody comes to me and asks me what my ability
is to pay my property tax. Cole-Layer-Trumble determines.the
value, the city sets the tax rate and I have to pay up - or give
them the house."
And Gardner insists there is even a double standard about
when he has to pay up. "Look at Michael Liberty and his
property taxes," he said. "Not only is he getting a reduction on
his Middle Street office tower, but he owes the city more than
$900,000 in back property taxes. Could I do that? Could any
homeowner do that?"
Frank Perkins also said the property tax system is stacked
against the homeowner. And he added that the developers who
pushed through a spasm of building activity in the 1980s are
now being rewarded for their overbuilding through lower
property taxes.
.
"The residential homeowners are the ones now paYing for
the downtown developers boom gone bust," said Perkins.
'1nstead of picking up the bill for their own greed and avarice,
.
.
they are making us pay for it."
Perkins said this unfairness is most in eVidence when It
comes to cash flow, which is used to determine the value of a
commercial property.
"Property managers are now being rewarded for their
incompetence in managing their properties. Their reward is
lower property taxes," said Perkins.

Our staff consists of the owner, Carolyn J. Nilsen, C.P.E., a
graduate of the Electrology Institute of New England, certified by the
International Board of Electrologists, and Anita Leblond, C.C.K, a
graduate of the International Centers for the Study of Electrolysis in
Atlanta, Georgia. She is certified by the National Commission for
Electrologists. Together they offer the only method of pennanent hair
removal approved by the Food and Drug Administration's Department
of Health and Human Services as both safe and effective.

, I f you are tired of
constantly combating
excess hair with
temporary methods
and wish to eliminate
the need for painful
waxing and plucking,
contact the
Electrology Center
today for a lifetime of
trouble free beautiful
skin. You'll be glad
you did!

The Electrology Center of Maine
775-5060 550 Washington Ave., Portland, Maine 04103

"I think anybody
would acknowledge that a shift has
taken place
and that shift is taking place
all over the country, especially
in large cities.

Professional
Penn anent
Hair Removal

• SOLID MAPLE •

Made in Maine with a specially crafted design,. ,
unlike others! This frame comes fully assembled.

1/

Rlchlll'd Blackburn
Portland Tax Assessor

w / 8" jumbo futon
& 2 pillows, just

w/6"
an cotton futon

"On the other hand, a homeowner who takes pride in his or
her home and works to improve the property is penalized with
extremely high values and property taxes. There is a disincentive for homeowners to improve their properties," he said.
'1n my opinion," continued Perkins, " ... their minds were
made up before Cole-Layer-Trumble even started doing their
job on how the numbers were going to add u p . .
.
'While New England Telephone got a 1 percent mcrease In
its revaluation, St. Lawrence Street averaged a 117 percent
increase," said Perkins. '1t doesn't take a genius to figure out
that something very fishy was going on."

Portland's shifting tax burden
Portland Tax Assessor Richard Blackburn is the chief fish in
the frying pan. But for a man who has been under Siege by
angry taxpayers for more than five months, Blackburn appeared
amazingly calm.
The revaluation of all 22,000 properties are the responsibility
of Blackburn and his small staff. Blackburn's office has reviewed hundreds of properties with angry homeowners and

Continued on page 10

8175

8180

BRING US YOUR WRITTEN ESTIMATE AND WE WILL MEET THAT PRICE!

OVERNIGHTERS
0111,8109
3 way
chair/

PINE L
w/6"

foam core

lounger/
sleeper

futon

cotton futon

platform bed

w/6"an

Double Sleeper Complete

makes
a great

TWI\I SIZE
8135
complete
w/8" ,._,~_ _
jumbo~'

and pillows
• while supplies las!!
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BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?
FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
CHRISTMAS
PARTIES?

Allspeed Bicycle & Ski

TELEMARK
~~~~urrMml
Free Your Heels and
Your Mind Will Follow
Christmas Layaways
1041 Washington Ave.
Portland Maine, 878-8741

Need (J Private Dining Room
with Groot Food & Ambiance?

caU for menu information.

THE ROMA c:2'
ca8f.UIl
romforltJble price, qtUJlity dining
drBllS,

769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm· Sat 5-9:30 pm· Sun 5-8 pm

SPECIAL SALE

RAINCOATS

$129
25% OFF SELECTED EARLY
FALL SEPARATES

ALSO FEATURING:
• Jones NY Separates. Petites. Sport • Christain Oior • Jones NY Rainwear

Mon-Thurs 10-7 " Fri, Sat 10-8" Sun 10-5
31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME. 865-3158

PHOTO
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
20 CARDS WITH ENVELOPES

$7.99

~~~~~~tive

Ready in just 5 days
or your cards are free! *
cards can also be made from your color
print or slide for an additional 52.99.
Christmas card orders accepted
through oec. 11. 1991.
'ASk In store for details.

30 City center, portland • 772-7296
71 u.s. Route 1, ScarborOugh" 883-7363

TAX BREAKS,
TOUGH BREAKS
Continued from page 9
companies who have argued that their properties were
overvalued.
Blackburn denied there was any collusion to keep business
taxes down while jacking up the residential bills. But he said he
can understand homeowner frustration with the revaluation
process.
"There was a shift after the revaluation ... the residential tax
base (is) paying more than the commercial tax base," said
Blackburn.
That shift has resulted in residential homeowners paying 54
percent of property taxes while commercial properties pay 46
percent, according to Blackburn. Under the last revaluation,
property taxes were split fifty-fifty between residential
homeowners and commercial property owners.
"And that's because commercial property values have not
maintained the same inflation rate as residential property
values from 1983 to '91:' said Blackburn.
"You have seen a terrific softening of the commercial real
estate market," he said. "And yes, there has been a softening of
the residential real estate market over the last two years, but
from 1983 to 1989 you saw houses selling for $100,000, where
they had sold for $50,000 before that."
Blackburn explained New England Telephone'S big property
tax savings: "New England Telephone has lots of obsolete floor
space in Portland that they don't use because of consolidation of
equipment and advances in technology. We have to recognize
that in the value placed on their property."
Likewise, Blackburn explained the reduction for Gannett
Publishing Company's old printing plant next door to City Hall:
"That facility is no longer being used as it once was, so the
value on that particular piece of property has not gone up.
"That goes for many of the downtown commercial properties
which received small percentage increases in value after the
revaluation," he added .
Blackburn conceded that the largest companies have far
more resources at their disposal to question the revaluation of
their property than the average homeowner.
"We have seen a steady stream of appraisers, accountants
and lawyers coming in here from the bigger companies in town
questioning their revaluation numbers," he said. "Even the
companies that got only small increases in their revaluation are
questioning it and wanting to have it reduced even more."
Blackburn said it wouldn't surprise him if some of these
same companies had met with Cole-Layer-Trumble before the
revaluation had taken place to "get their numbers straight"
"But that doesn't mean there was some kind of conspiracy
going on," said Blackburn. "It is just what happens when there
has been a shift in market value."
'1 think anybody would acknowledge that a shift has taken
place and that shift is taking place all over the country, especially in large cities," Blackburn said. "We were telling the
people of Portland two years before the revaluation that this
shift was going to occur, so it shouldn't have come as such a big
surprise."

At maelstrom headquarters
Pat Gardner was surprised. And his angry torch has ignited
many.
'1 have met a lot of people like myself all over Portland who
had just got fed up with the way city government was being
said Gardner. '1 think property taxes have woken up a lot
of people into saying, This is our money, we are just getting by
and it is time for everyone, including city government, to
tighten its belts.'"
For Frank Perkins and Shirley Morehouse, the 140 increase in
property taxes was the last straw. Perkins lost his job in September. After failing to find another in Greater Portland, he found
work in Schenectady, N.Y. After renting out their home,
Morehouse hopes to join her husband in January.
''We are the lucky ones, we have the ability to pick up and
move," said Morehouse. "But there are other people like the
elderly, who are backed into a comer, and they can't do anything.
'1t is all very sad because Portland is such a beautiful city to
live in," said Morehouse. "But the way things are going, only
the very rich and the very poor are going to be left."

run:'

Eric Hanne/ius is a Teporter for Casco Bay Weekly.
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Feeling Addicted to Food?

th" b"llt

KOl' S

&
SPEIDEL
WATCHES
20% OFF

0/1

serves

DON'T GO ON A DIET!

of any in stock item
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CONTROL YOUR WEIGHT PERMANANTIY
WITH CLINICAL HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP

The top winners in
Portland's game of
revaluation roulette:

New England
Telephone Company
Original tax: $344,382
Revalued tax: $217,199
% reduction: 37.0
Fleet Bank
(former Maine National
Bank building)
Original tax: $263,236
Revalued tax: $185,446
% reduction: 30.0
Flnarel & Company
(former Maine Savings
Bank building)
Original tax: $360,740
Revalued tax: $260,446
% reduction: 28.0
Guy Gannett
Publishing Company
Original tax: $288,530
Revalued tax: $217,496
% reduction: 25.0
Equitable Life Assurance
(Two Monument Square)
Original tax: $352,329
Revalued tax: $263,253
% reduction: 25.0
Flnard It Company
(231 Monument Square)
Original tax: $352,329
Revalued tax: $263,253
% reduction: 25.0
Canal Plaza
Original tax: $394,208
Revalued tax: $302,907
% reduction: 23.0
Emery-Waterhouse
Original tax: $260,603
Revalued tax: $201,832
% reduction: 22.0
One Portland Square
Original tax: $225,656
Revalued tax: $187,904
% reduction: 16.0
Harper Hotels of Vermont
(Holiday Inn by the Bay)
Original tax: $306,895
Revalued tax: $257,047
% reduction: 16.0
Plzzagalll Company
Original tax: $187,391
Revalued tax: $156,472
% reduction: 16.0
One City Center
Original tax: $561,525
Revalued tax: $491,507
% reduction: 12.0
110 Middle St./Tower B
(Liberty Group)
Original tax: $231,322
Revalued tax: $207,117
% reduction: 10.0
UNUM Corporation
Original tax: $1,162,381
Revalued tax: $1,055,707
% reduction: 9.0

BULOVA
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Call today
for Information

tuell-eat 11:00-9:00

Class Begins
November 20, 1991

"There's no place
like it in Portland"

RUSSELL MOAT L.C.S.W.
CERTIFIED HYPNOTHERAPIST • 775-1771

757 Congress St., Portland

and more
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Classic
ImlJressions
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M.E. Curley
Portland Pre.. Herald

20 danforth ot. a 772-8114

51ixchange Street
Old Port
874-6980

WEATHERPROOF
YOUR CHILD

~

Shop Early For Rugged,

Bil'kennoc:k
~
-:-~~ -~ ~=--::~
"':,,= '" if
,
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Walk in
comfort all
year long
in our clogs,
shoes and sandals.

= ==--_._. ",;== -

Watch
&
Clock
r//""f"."
_ .~~.. Repair

"«',,r 1.......

sunday 2:00 - 8:00
closed mondays

Just Add

Socl{8
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Longiasting Outerwear

For Kids

_ .. -

1 and 2 Piece SoowaIill • Polar PIIII
jaclcell • Rain...r • Watelproof Rain
&. Winter Booll a Wool Sox &. Warm
Hall • SwealJUilJ a Waterproof
Mittens &. Glo... a S...... teII along
Underwear a Kid< Shoes

Gift

,

your Birkenstock store
337 Forest Ave." Portland. Maine" 207-773-6601
Bit1censtock footwear"

tommy-s
KID 'S' G
EAR
273 Congress St., Por1Iand 772-5357 Open Mon-SaL 8 am-S pm. Thws. 'til 8 pm

JOIN Us FOR DINNER
or book a Christmas Party
anytime from now till
December 22 and win
dinner for two on
New Year's Eve.

S/(iers Special: $1 00 0:r:r

The
osprey

Tlacwa. kl Sun.
5:30-9:00
10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood
MariM Center. Just off Rte 127 So.,
Robinhood, MaiM 04530
(207) 371-2530
Resemations accepted.

any meal with. an. oU or ~w a.ft ticKs-to
?l91 ID f¥ ~ 8litli oUterspe&iDfs.
D.lly Spec •••• & More
NEW HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 6-2
Sunday 6-1 (breakfast only)
~ fwmematfe fOOd with. atmospliert to matcftJ
7 Main Street • Gray • 657-4848

Tables, beds, chairs, and accessories with the
honest elegance of Maine's cottages.

I@II@

Source: Revaluations provided by
the Portland tax assessor's office.
Tax rate for 1990 tax year (July
'90 to June '91) was $37.46 per
$1,000 of assessed value. Revalued
tax was calculated at $22.30 per
$1,000 of assessed value, the Tate
proposed (but not yet passed by
the council) for tax year 1991.
......... GOTTA • •

FURNITURE

The Maine Cottage Furniture Store
Box 935, Lower Falls Landing,
Yannouth, Maine 04096
Tel:(207)846-1430
Catalog Available
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"Wasting the labor of
the people under the
pretense of caring"
Our governments are bankrupt.
The federal government continues to try and fund
both guns and butter by abandoning the practice of
sharing tax dollars with states and municipalities.
The state of Maine is abandoning its social service
and environmental protection missions, while at the
same time preparing to
shortchange towns and
cities of the tax dollars it collects.
Local governments, denied both the money from
federal and state income taxes and the right to impose
their own, are forced to bear the burden with nothing
but property taxes to support it.
And as property taxes fail to support the load, state
and local governments are enacting new taxes on
every little thing imaginable.
If we had only listened more closely to the words of

our founders, words such as these attributed to Thomas Jefferson:

"I place economy among the first and
most Important virtues, and public debt as
the greatest of dangers to be feared.
"To preserve our independence, we must
not let our rulers Idad us with perpetual
debt. If we run into such debts, we must be
taxed in our meat and our drink, in our
necessities and In our comforts, in our labor
and in our amusements.

letters
Expensive
transportation
I like your 101 "Creations" ("101 Better Ways To
Spend $100 Million," CBW
10.31.91). However, do your
readers understand that
many of the concepts are
"tongue-in-cheek"?
Development of existing
railroad right-of-ways makes
a lot of sense if cost~ffective
means are employed to
utilize it. This is a complex
subject deserving an indepth study. It cannot be
easily summarized even if
one were qualified to do so.
Suffice to observe:
light rail transit consists
of modem self-propelled
cars using electric propulsion
from overhead catenary. It is
not cheap (the lowest-cost
recent construction was San
Diego's Single-track, at-grade
surface system built for $2
million per mile in 1980
prices), and is most suitable
for high-density or underground routes in which air
pollution is a significant
consideration.
Guideways, monorails
and surface transit lines
normally cost upwards of
$10 million per two-way
mile. Our firm supplied the
state-of-the art freeway
double-deck buses for the EI
Monte Expressway in Los
Angeles, where $10 million
per mile was the cost of the
exclusive busway in the
freeway median. Subways or
rapid transit, in contrast, cost
upwards of $50 million per
mile.
It will be interesting to
examine the potential for
upgrading existing R/W and
providing refurbished
rolling stock and locomotives, self-propelled passenger cars, railbuses, etc. There
is a selection of equipment
readily available. Presumably, regional groups are
making pr~~his field.

a-'

. ~&~
H. Theodore Hawkes

President
Transportation Equipment
Development Company
Portland

"If we can prevent the government from
wasting the labor of the people under the
pretense of caring for them, then the people
will be happy. "
(MP)
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Anonymous
thanks
I want to express my
appreciation for your article
this week (CBW 11.7.91)
about abortion. It was
compassionate and relevant.
I'm very glad you gave it

....
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front page space.
I'm a person many would
expect to have an extremely
conservative position. Social
pressure causes me to send
this letter unsigned.

Transportation
policy vacuum
I read your Oct. 3 and 10
transportation articles with
interest, hoping to hear some
new ideas for Maine's travel
problems. Alas, both articles
just pointed out the drawbacks of autos that everyone
knows anyway. The only
suggestion in Tepperman's
Oct. 3 article was a call for
"an imaginatively designed
network of transportation
services."
Now really, what is that
supposed to mean for
Portland? I don't blame you
for not liking the endless
road widening and pollution, but quite honestly, I
prefer our system to anything else I've seen or heard
of. Increasing the numbers of
bike paths and footways and
having train service to
Boston are no substitute for
car travel.
The transportation policy
you propose doesn't advocate anything. It would just
make it more difficult to get
anything done - good or
bad.
The best way to start
funding solutions is by
getting the car to pay more
of its real costs. That's right,
raise the gas tax and/or
registration fees. Have the
money go to the rail and bus
subsidies, bike paths, and
whatever else we can dream
up to get people out of their
cars. In England it costs a flat
$170 to put any caron the
road for a year, and gas costs
about $2.50 a gallon, a good
part of which is tax money
for the general fund. The
result? The roads and cities
are jammed with cars, but
the private bus companies
are profitable (as it's cheaper
than taking the car), and
train service is fast.
Mind you, I don't like
their system, as not enough
of the gas tax goes to transportation. Paying for schools
and welfare with the gas tax
seems a bit silly. However,
the principle seems the best
way to start funding a
forward-looking transportation system for Maine.

;74111 JlaI&Z5

Sam Powers
Portland

Homophobic
rubbish
I think it was a character on
''M.A.S.H'' who proclaimed
that everyone is entitled to his
(or her) own opinion and that
he would defend to the death
one's right to believe in
rubbish. Gary Greely, whose
letter condemning homosexuality appeared in the Oct. 3
edition of Casco Bay Weekly, is
certainly entitled to his
opinion, but it is equally
certain that his opinion is
rubbish.
If, as he says, AIDS is God's
punishment upon those who
refuse to live by God's natural
law; and if God, being perfect,
makes no mistakes, how can
some victims be innocent?
According to his reasoning, all
who have it were intended by
God to get it. All are the same;
either all are innocent or none
are. When Greel y becomes
God he can tell us why some
people deserve AIDS and
others not, and not before.
He neglects to tell us what
is so offensive about "the gay
lifestyle." (Just one, is there,
Mr. Greely? Studied gays
carefully, have you?) Is it that
gays have too Iowan incidence of physical abuse of
partners? Or of children? What
is it? Tell me - I'm willing to
learn.
Which he, apparently, is
not. Everyone but you, Mr.
Greely, knows that the
greatest rate of increase of
AIDS is among heterosexuals.
That's a fact. In terms of
causalities, more people have
died from traditionally
heterosexually transmitted
venereal diseases, such as
syphilis and herpes and
gonorrhea. And more "innocent" babies have been killed
by heterosexuals reveling in
their alcoholism than by
genetically transmitted AIDS.
Is this the decency you
yearn for, Mr. Greely? As far
as I can tell, America was great
for you when homophobia
went unchallenged and when
those who were victims of
your selective approval were
afraid to confront you. You're
right, Mr. Greely, that day is
over. I will defend your right
to be a bigot but I will tell you
that that is what you are.

There is one major point
we must all learn from the
Clarence Thomas Supreme
Court nomination hearings.
At this point it doesn't matter
who is lying. The fact that a
nomination hearing has
reached the point of discussing "Long Dong Silver" .
makes it clearly evident that
America cannot deal with
sex.
Prevailing in this country
today are: incest, rape, sexual
harassment, AIDS, teenage
pregnancy, overpopulation.
Isn't it apparent to everyone
the problem we have?
American society has conveniently made it wrong to talk
about sex in the work place,
on a date, in front of children,
on television, outside marriage, in school, anywhere.
There is nowhere in America
to discuss sex. I use the word
"discuss" to mean openly,
intelligently, without embarrassment, as mature people.
How do you think this
world can become, as you
wish, a "safer" (not to
mention a pleasant) place to
live, unless we can start and
continue to discuss sexuality
openly.
Why do you think companies are promoting the "900"
lines? Why do you think
there are hundreds of
"singles" dating guides? Why
have "personals" sections in
newspapers grown in leaps
and bounds? Why is television promoting dating
shows? It is because people
don't go a day without
thinking of sex, yet there are
no outlets in which to discuss
our feelings and thoughts
truthfully.
It is a fact of life, folks, that
sex is here to stay, so start
talking about it.

~L
Djayian Adams
Freeport

,~
Seth Berner
Portland

Underestimating
Anita
This morning I am boiling
with rage over this latest and
most disgraceful example of
the Republican genius for
exploiting our worst traits.
The campaign against Anita
Hill, orchestrated by 'White
House aides," was far more
inconsistent than Professor
Hill's story was supposed to
be. Was she a tool of the
racist forces? Leftist forces? A
brilliant liar? Prone to

fantasy? She could hardly
have been all of the above and yet that was how she was
painted. It was like Willie
Horton allover again - and
like Willie Horton, it worked.
Our cultural prejudices
prevailed. We believed the
man.
I can only hope this will be
a costly victory for the
Republicans. I'm sure there's
a lot of rage out there this
morning. I saw two senators
on television, on both sides of
the issue, express the belief
that this debate will be
forgotten by Election Day.
But the senators underestimated the importance of
Anita's charges from the
beginning. One day soon,
Clarence Thomas will no
doubt sit in judgment over a
woman's right to choose.
When that happens, we're all
going to get a big fat reminder.

pontificating and bullshit,
don't give a damn about
what their constituents think,
especially when they know
that as incumbents they're
unbeatable. I may be biting
off my nose to spite my face,
but this face is just too tired
to care.

Too tired to care
You know, I'm 43 years
old, been voting since I was
of age, always living under
the delusion that my vote
really made a difference. I
voted at dinky little elections;
I voted at the big "important"
ones, I voted for legitimate
candidates, I voted for writeins.
This summer I sat, on a
sweltering day, to hear what
Gov. Clinton had to say
about his pipe dream presidential campaign. Last week,
I walked into town, one week
after I had had major surgery,
to listen to Sen. Kerry's much
ado about nothing. I try to
stay informed. I write to my
state and national representatives, I use my word processor well.
Today I spent two hours
calling Sen. Cohen's office in
order to let him know my
feelings on the Clarence
Thomas nomination. I'd
written to Mitchell last week.
I finally got to Cohen by
calling his Lewiston office.
At about 5 p.m. I tuned in
PBS-TV to see Cohen announce that his constituents,
myseff one of them, overwhelmingly called upon him
to vote against the Thomas
nomination. While the
cameras were on his poker
face, Cohen disregarded his
constituency and said he
would vote for Clarence
Thomas to sit on the Supreme
Court.
Enough said about our
elected officials being in
touch with their constituents.
I've been so pained by the
deaf ears of the Senate, their
slap in the face to all working
women, that I've given up on
the political process and
decided that I am not going
to vote any more. Roe v.
Wade be damned - elected
officials, despite all their

For gifts or for yourself,
Fill 'Jour Christmtu lISt nOli'.
38 Exchange St. • In the Old Port • 774-0616 • Mon. - Sat. 18-6, SUD. U-S

Bonnie Moore
Portland

l!f/~fi·

Keith George
Portland

~ookCard
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The real Lenin
To clear up a misunderstanding (CBW 10.31.91), Ivan
lllich is not in fact Lenin.
Lenin's real name was
Vladimir llyich, and as most
people know, he led the
Bolshevik revolution in 1917
Russia.
Ivan Illich on the other
hand, was born in Vienna,
Austria, in 1926. In 1950 he
came to New York City
where he worked as a parish
priest before moving on to
Puerto Rico and then taking
up residence in Mexico. He
has written a number of
books critical of the industrial
mode of production (both
capitalist and state socialist),
and is strongly opposed to
wasteful, large-scale projects
exactly like the widening of
the turnpike.

PSAfPaul Adams
Portland

No-toll tumplke
I'd have voted to widen
the turnpike if it were made
one way going south and all
the carpetbaggers had free
toll to leave the state. Yes! I
would have voted to expand
the prison system, if it was
meant to house the politicians
and government officials.

/iiJV

Bradbury A. Rand Jr.
Falmouth

Casco Bay Weekiy
welcc)mes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to
Letten, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

Cere6rating
fJ'fie 9'ear Of q'i6et
AN EXHIBIT OF TIBETAN MEDITATIVE PAINTINGS
~
~

21 NOVEMBER· 19 DECEMBER 1991
OPENING RECEPTION: THURSDAY, 21 NOVEMBER 5· 8PM

RICHARD •PARKS •GALLERY
288 Fore Sueet, Portland, ME 04101 (207) 774-1322

The Second in our Menial Health Awareness Series

Dealing With Holiday Stress
The professionals at
.Jackson Brook Institute
are offering a free program on
the prevention of
stress and depression
during the holiday season beginning
at 7:00 P.M., Monday, November 18,
at the hospital.
For many of us, our expectation
of holiday magic can turn to
holiday stress and depression.
Instead of experiencing seasonal joy,
the holidays can intensify feelings of:
• Isolation
• Sadness
- Financial Crisis

-Illness
- Depression
- Stress

If you are experiencing any of these feelings,
please plan to attend this free program.
Reservations are not required.
7:00 P.M., Monday, November 18,
at Jackson Brook Institute,
175 Running Hill Road, South Portland, Maine
(at the Maine Mall, take the road that runs
west between Toys 'R Us and Lisa's Pizza).
Or call us at the number below
for more information.

'Jackson
Brook
Institute
175 Running Hill Road
South Portland. ME
207 . 761 . 2200

1-800-.181-2200

r
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FREE BOOK
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Talk about sex

,

• Straight-ahead bop:
Tonight you can hear the
Dave Ballou Quintet from
Boston, featuring Fred Haas
on tenor saxophone. Haas is
a straight-ahead hard bop
trumpet player, a mainstay
of the Boston jazz scene.
He'll be playing with his
brother, bassist Marty
Ballou. Pay $6 and hear the
quintet at 9 or 11 p.m. at
cafe no, 20 Danforth St. Call
772-8114 for straight talk.

• Getting down to brass
tacks: Tonight at 8 you can
hear the quintet that
revolutionized brass music
and established the brass
quintet as a vital force in
the musical world.
(Stranger than truth; you
heard it here first.) On1his
visit to Portland City Hall
Auditorium (30 Myrtle St.),
the Canadian Brass will be
performing "Hornsmoke"
by Peter Schickele, Samuel
Barber's" Adagio," and
works by Verdi, Rossini,
Bach, Gabrieli &: others. Tix
are $10-$25; reserve 'em by
calling 772-8630.

• She was in touch with her
anger: Tonight at 7:30, see
USM students portray
different aspects of Medea
in "The Medea Myth," an
adaptation of Euripides's
play. Susan Clark directs
this classic tale of the
retaliation of a spumed wife
- brought up to date by the
inclusion of true-life stories
of battered women. A panel
of professors and lawyers
will lead audience discussion after performances in
Russell Hall Theatre, USM
Gorham. For reservations,
call 780-5483.
• She had some jazz issues:
The Marguerite Jeunemann
Quartet will play tonight (as
well as Nov. 16) at 9 &: 11 at
cafe no. Playing with
Jeunemann will be Boston
pianist and regular no
visitor Frank Carlberg, The
Fringe percussionist Bob
Gullotti and tenor phenomenon Chris Speed. Admission is $6. Call 772-8114 to
clarify the issue.

• Pull strings if you have
to, but go hear the Portland
String Quartet today at 3 as

they perform with guest
pianist Eva Virsik in a
rendition of Dvorak's Piano
Quintet in A Major, Op. 81.
Virsik, a musician of
international stature who
began piano instruction at
the age of 4 in her native
Czechoslovakia, has given
numerous solo recitals and
performed with major
orchestras in Asia and
Europe. (She is also, incidentally, married to PSO
Maestro Toshiyuki
Shimada.) The quartet will
also perform Mozart's
Quartet in F Major, K. HiS,
and Carlos Surinach's
String Quartet. A reception
will follow the performance
in Dana Auditorium, Maine
Medical Center (enter
through the gate opposite 7
Bramhall St.). Tix are $13, $7
for children ages 12 or
under &: seniors. Call 7611522 for reservations.

Cheap thrill:
Celebrating Tibet
Tibet doesn't make as much
noise as the Baltles. But before
1949 It was an Independent country
the size of Central Europe. Now the
Dalal Lama and "Free Tibet" bumper stickers
are two of the few reminders to the Western world
of a country whose plight should be headline news.
Whatever happened to Tibet? From 1949 to 1958, the
Chinese took over Its territory, moved In millions of the
Chinese people, and began the systematic dismantling of
Tibetan culture and religion. The Tibetan government. under
the leadership of the Dalal Lama, went Into exile In India.
China claims that Tibet has always been a Chinese state,
Tibet claims It's always been Independent. Bush chooses to
buy the civil war line from China. You don't have to.
• Find out more from "Lung Ta: The Forgotten Tibet."
showing Nov. 20 (through Nov. 24) at The Movies at Exchange Street. Because of censorship, you won't see the
labor camps, military presence, nuclear pollution, deforesta.tlon, human rights violations or the loss of wildlife, books
and temples. But you will see 5,000 miles of Tibet. the
sounds of a people at song and prayer, and an assertion that
the culture and spirit of Tibet live on.

• Women's roles &:
thoughts: Tonight at 7,
Portland Stage Co. and
Westbrook College present
an evening of readings of
poems and essays authored
by Maine women writers.
The readings are part of
PSC's Grassroots program,
a community outreach
endeavor designed to
supplement mainstage
productions ("Goblin
Market" is the current one)
with presentations exploring diverse theatrical forms_
Admission is free to the
readings at Portland
Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. Call 7740465 for further info.

• Then drop by the Richard Parks Gallery (288 Fore St.) for
an opening reception Nov. 21 from 5-8 p.m. for "The Art of
TIbet. " an exhibit of Tibetan meditative paintings.
Call 772-9600 for movie Info, 774-1322 for art.
Don't Dalal. Be one with two Tibetan thrll

District Congressional
Mobile Office
will beat
Yarmouth
Town Office on
Main Street
from 8:30-10
a.m. and in
Cape Elizabeth
at Thomas
Memorial
Library on Dyer
Road from 12:30p.m_ To
schedule an
appointment or
find out when
the office will
visi t your area,
call 772-8240 or
80Q-44S-4092.
• If telling Tom
doesn't relieve
your angst,
perhaps you'll
find catharsis in
thePSO's
performance of
Mozart's
"Requiem"
tonight at 7:30
in Portland Ci ty
Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle
St. Guest
vocalists Bonnie
Scarpelli, Mary
WestbrookGeha, Bruce
Fithian &: David
Arnold are the
featured
soloists. The
orchestra will
also perform
Stravinsky's

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:

10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved

• Going mobile with Tom:
A staff member from Tom
Andrews' district office will
be in the area today to hear
constituents' thoughts and
concerns. Andrews' First
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People hesitant to call a
dating service-until they
learned about the

NEWWAVTO
MEET IN THE 90s.
We ",.y Jcnow someo1U speciR-l
waiting to "nov you.

883-1066
Portland

783-1500
Lewiston

C01npatibles

BUY YOUR CHEESECAKE
DIRECTLY FROM US!

y
AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FUNG:
1987.1989.1990.1991
y
FEATURING OVER
20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES
y

MAlL ORDER AVAlABl£

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103
y
207-797 J1990

'ur.l. Island
S.ring Quar •••

and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received In writing on
the Thursday prior to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings Information
to Ellen L1burt. casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
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• "Women in Apartheid":
Undiwe Mabuza, chief
representative of the
African National Congress
Mission to the United
States, will deliver an
address tonight at 7:30 in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin
College. A native of the
South African province of
Natal, Mabuza has been
assistant professor, radio
journalist and poet; has
helped set up offices of the
ANC in Sweden, Denmark,
Norway and Finland; and
has lectured extensively
throughout the United
States, Scandinavia and
Europe. The lecture is free
but you'll need tix in
advance from Moulton
Union. Call 725-3151 for
more info.

• Orange Then Blue is
probably the most exciting
contemporary big band in
the Boston area today.
Every member is an outstanding soloist in his own
right. Collectively, the
band's music is characterized by the allusion to
flame in its name. Hear 'em
at 8 tonight, under the
direction of George
Schuller, in Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham
campus. Tix are $12 for the
general public, $8 for
seniors &: faculty/staff, $5
for students. Call 780-5555
for the fiery details.

• It's never too late to
activate: ACT UP Maine
brings you the 1991 TeachIn, addressing HlV and
AIDS-related issues. If
you'd like to know more

about drug development &
approval programs, AIDS
activism at the local &:
national levels, women's
treatment &: resources,
needle exchange, AIDS
clinical trials, available drug
&: treatment programs and
much more, attend the
program today from 9-4 at
Williston West Church, 32
Thomas St., Portland. A $5
donation is requested (more
if you can, less if you can't).
But call ahead so the folks at
ACT UP can prepare for
you: 774-7224 or 774-5082.
• Amazing grace: Tonight
at 8, you can hear Judy
Collins along with singer/
songwriter John Gorka
performing their folk music
at Portland City Hall
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St.
Tix are $15-$22.50, and are
on sale at all Ticketmaster
outlets (call800-382-8(l!()}
and at the Record Exchange
in the Old Port_ Collins will
also be autographing copies
of her new book, "Amazing
Grace," from 2-3 p.m. at
Bookland, Mall Plaza, S.
Portland. Call 773-4238 for
the uplifting details. (See
page 17 for an interview
with Collins_)

• Art mirrors life? Tonight
at 8, Mad Horse Theatre
will open its latest show, "A
Ufe in the Theatre," David
Mamet's portrait of life in
the theater. You'll see two
actors - one a seasoned
pro, the other a novice onstage in their various
roles and backstage in their
daily life as members of a
small repertory company.
You'll see the drudgery, the
petty bickering, the fragile
egos, the rivalry, the respect
for tradition, the camaraderie and the sense of family
that actors feel. Robin Tate
is guest director, company
members Donald Jellerson
and Tony Owen star. Tix
are $15, $13 for students &:
seniors; call 797-3338 for
reservations.

SERVING

iaMOST
MEMORABLE
MEAL..•

LIGHT SUPPERS
both Wednesday
& Thursday

tiP 7pm

flavors and tastes that
will wake up your senses
at prices that won't
excite your budget.

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCXJKSfORE

MON-FRI &-5. WED-THUI? 8-7
SAT 9:30-5· SUN 12---8

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. 761-3930

'rA77 : ~;:: music
ULL· great beer &

wine

• Nov 14
The Dave Ballou Quintet
featur1ng

saxophonist Fred Haas
.NovI5&16
Marguerite Juenemann
featUr1ng

Bob Gulfott! - dn.ms
Frank Carlberg - plano
• Nov 21 from Boston Your Neighborhood
Saxophone Trio

Nov. 22. 8 PM Tix: $12
Kresgie Auditorium on the
Bowdoin College ComflJS.
Brunswick

classically based Symphony
in C. Tix are $10-$28; call
773-8191 to reserve 'em.
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58 Pine Street 773·8223
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jazz jam luaday 4.30-Bpml
rellervatiooll welcome
cloeed mondays
20 danforth It. • 772~114

is for

Children

Too!
Classes every

Saturday moming
1(}.30 to noon
Children 6-12 yrs
Parents Welcome
for moo: infonnadon

772·4334

118 Washin{Jon Ave.
Portland

MARIO BAUzA and PAQUITO
D'RIVERA with Graciclla and the
Afro-Cuban Orchestra
November 23, 1991, 8 PM
The LewIston Armory,

$14/$12
It', Mnbo. Cha Chi ..cIlillllrc
sal ........n the I... ndary I<Jrc of
Cuban Jm. Mirto Bour.. his bIC
band Ind sorcstre•• Gradella
join forces wl1h the hottest star
on the latin Jazz scene Paqulto
O·RiwfI. Come kick offyou'
shoe. IS we kIcI< off our season!
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Entertainment

ODDS ARE SHE'LL
SAY 'YES' ANYWAY.
BUT WHY NOT
STACK THE DECK
IN YOUR FAVOR?

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas
Give your love a brilliant beginning with a Lazare diamond.
Each one is cut to precise angles and proportions to achieve a
spectacular balance of brilliance, sparkle and fire. We'll help you
to choose a very special Lazare diamond for a lifetime of love.
In styles shown, from $1,690.

BRQWNGoldsmilhs
GEMOLOGISTS e DESIGNERS

r
~-

I
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Hours: Mon.-Thur. , 10-6; Fri. , 10- 8; Sat., 10- 5:30.
One Mechanic Street, just off Main Street, downtown Freeport
(207) 865-4126 1-800-734-GOLD

fI
Doing Strange Things
in Ilie N arne of Art

II

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Nov 15-21
Ernest 8cared stupid (PG)
1:50
Cape Fear(R)
1 :40, 4:25, 7. 9:40
The Butcher's Wlte (pG-13)
1:45,4:10,7:10,9:30
Frankie and Johnny (R)
1:30,4,7:15, 9:45
Deceived (PG-13)
4:20, 7, 9:20
The People Under the stairs (R)
1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 9:55
All I Want for Chrl"mas (G)
1,3,5,7,9
CUrly 8ue (PG)
1 :15,3:20,5:30,7:40,9:50

in Cooperation with
Booliland Presents:

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Nov 15-21
Shows 1-4 Mon-T/lUrs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Ramblln' Rose (R)
12:50,3:40,6:50,9:10,11 :35
other People's Money (R)
1 :20, 4:10, 7:20, 9 :35, 11:45
Fisher King (R)
12:30,3:20,6:30,9:15,12
Billy Bathgate (R)
1,3:50,7,9:30, 11 :55
little Man Tate (PG)
1:10,4,7:10,9:20,11:30
Highlander 2 (R)
1 :30, 4:20, 7:30,9:40, 11:40
Terminator 2 (R)
12:40,3:30,6:40,9:25,12:05
strictly Busln_ (PG-13)
1 :40, 4:30, 7:40, 9:45, 11:50

Directed by Kathleen Mary
Starring Tina Young
Nov.

13th thru Dec. 29th

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. Curtain 8:00 PM
Sat. &: Sun. Matinee Curtain 2:00 PM
There will be no performances
Nov. 28th (Thanksgiving)
or Dec_ 25 (Christmas)
TIckets: $15.00

The Movies

Advance TIckets Available at:
Booldand downtown 207-772-4045

1 0 Exchange St., Portland
.172-9600
Requiem for Dominic
Nov 14-17
Thu-sat 7
Sal-Sun 1
Hidden Agenda
Nov 15-19
Fri-SUn 9
Sat-Sun 3
Mon-Tue7,9
lung Ta: The Forgotten nbet
Nov 20-24

Reservations 207-774-6741
The Theatre at Booldand is located
in downtown Portland at the Maine
Savings P1u.a - Brown & Congress Sts.

Wed-8at 7, 9
Sal-Sun 1

'An entrancing
exped~ion!'
1111 lIN YOlt TImn

'In aclass by
~self. Magical!'
¥!a~ork

Extended

by popular

demand
Urough
Nov,24

Call 774-0465
for tickets
PQjftI:.iJiD

1t1tStAJ(JE**
COMPANY
251. Forest Ave.
Sponsored by
SonesIa Hotd

Nickelodeon
Temple and Mldd1e streets,
Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Nov 15-21
No weekday matinees
The Commitments (R)
1, 6:50, 9:20
Pal1ldIM (PG-13)
1:10,7,9:25
Homicide (R)
1 :20,7:20,9:30
Barton Fink (R)
1 :30,7:10,9:35
My Father's Qlory (G)
1 :40. 7:30, 9:40
Angel at My Table (R)
1 :45, 7:35, 9:45

Alii Want for Ch....tmas Two New YaX
City children want to bring together their
estranged parents for the holiday season. Stars Leslie Nielsen, Lauren Bacall,
Ethan Randall and Thora Birch.
An Angel" MyTabl. An excerpt from the
autobiography of New Zealand poet and
writer Janet Frame, who was rTistakenly
diagnosed as schizophrenic and was on
the point of being lobotomized when
public notice of her writings saved her.
DirectedbyJaneCamplon,stamngKany
Fox.
Barton Fink An idealistic young writer Is
lured to 19408 Holywood intending to
create theater 'by, for, and about the
common rmn.· Trying to do something a
'Iittle less Hollywood,' he takes up residence at the Hotel Earle ("Check in for a
night ora lifetime")and encountBfS writer's
block and a movie industry that seduces
writBfS. often destroying them. stars John
Tarturro: directed by Joel Coen, written
by Joel & Ethan Coon f'Milier's CrossIng").
BIll Bathgate In the poverty-stricken Bronx,
under the dark cloud of the Depression,
gangster Dutch Schultz(Dustin Hoffman)
spies a young boy jugg ling in the street
and gives him a H)-spot. From that m0ment on, brash Billy Balhgate(Loren Dean)
flies under Schultz's crooked wing. becoming a flunky for the notorious gangster.

uttle Man Tate Jody Foster stars In this
story about a working-class single morn
w~h a son who is a genius and a woman
who wants to place the child in a special
school. Directed by Jody Foster, also
starring Diane Weist
Lung Tal Th. Forgotten nbet Prior to
1949, Tibet was an independent country
thesizeof Central Europe. Now that China
has taken over haH Its territory, Tibetans
have become In their own country what
the conquerors cynicaUy cal an "ethnic
minority problem.' Seven women filmed
5,000 miles of "forgotten TIbet": because
of censorship, you won't see the labor
camps, the systematic eradication of a
cutture and a religion, or any of the other
travesties of Chinese oppression. You will
see the beauty and spirit of a culture that
lives on.
My Fa_"a Glory The first part of French
director Marcel pagnol's ("Manon of the
Spring,-JeandeFlorettejrenWllscences
of his childhood In Provence.
otharPeople'. Money Danny Devitostars
as a real estate developer who enjoys
spending other people's money.
Paredlu Melanie Griffith and Don Johnson
star in this film based on the French film
"LaGrand Chernin' (TheGrand Highway),
in which a couple estranged over the
death 01 their child take in a friend's 10year-old boy in Paradise. Mich.
The Peopla Undarthe StaI .. Ateenager's
first-time burglary attempt gets him
trapped inside a scary house with the
terrifying soul who dwells there.
Rambling ROM A southem farrily hires an
Irrepressible young woman from the other
side of the tracks and then must deal with
her innocent sexual precocity. Stars Laura
Dern and Robert Duvall, directed by
Martha Coolidge.
Requiem for Dominic Dominic Paraschiv
died alter being charged with terrorism by
the Rorrenlan govemment in 1989, and
was exonerated months later by a new
regime. Docu-drama directed by Robert
Dornhelm, AmerIcan childhood friend of
Paraschiv, who nearly paid for his covert
efforts at truth-seeking with his own life.
Strictly Bualn... Asuccessfullnvestment
broker risks his career, his fiancee and life
of lUXury over his infatuation w~h a beautiful woman whom he's seen only once.
Terminator 2 A bigger, more explosive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted
cyborg from the Mure who does battle
this lime wilh another, not-so-kindhearted
leminator. Splendkt special effects.

Th. Butcher'. Wife A psychiatrist thinks
the psychic next door is tampering with
the patients. stars Jeff Bridges and Demi
Moore.
Cape Fur An ex-con tern>rizesthe family
01 a lawyer who faied to keep him out of
jail years earlier. Stars Robert DeNiro. "AIn't No SUch Thing Aa A Bogle"
Jessica Lange, Nick Nolte and Robert
Schoolhouse Arts Cent.....s Kids Curtain
Mnchum.
Call presents ~s musical medieval meloTh. Commitment. DireclorAian Park......
drama Nov 16, 23 & 30 at 10 am at
("Mississippi Buming," "Midnight ExPortland High School auditorium. TIX $5;
press") tale of an Irish rock band devoted
caN 642-3743 for reservations.
to black American soul music.
Com.dlana Tim Ferr.II, Joann.
Curty Sue A7 -year-old git1 and a reluctant
Cheal. and Kevin Shon. love: bad
guardian make a living on the street as
TV, political coups, poetry, extreme em0con artists until the day they try toswindle
tional displays, big hair, religious epics,
a career woman and the three become a
tabloid joumalism, contorted bodies,
reluctant family. Stars Jim Belushl, Kelly
phony lorelgn tongue, obscure historical
Lynch and Allison Porter.
relerences, grotesque celebrities, and
DeceIved Goldie Hawn stars in this thriller
small children with puppies. They transabout a woman who finds out her husform these passions and any passions
bend of five years isn't the rmn she
you might suggest into a two-hour c0mbelieved.
edy bonanza. Just Oke snowflakes, no
Emest ..,.red Stupid Ernest accidentwo shows areaike. Thiscomedy miracle
tally unleashes a 200-year-old troll from
unfolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the
his prison. The 1ro1 proceeds to steal
Cave (29 Forest Ave, right next to Zootz).
town children.
Just bring $3 and TIm, Joanne and Kevin
Fl8her King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical
will take you from there. Call 879-0070.
deejay attempling to redeem hlmselfwith "Goblin Marttet" Portland Stage Comthe help of peny (Robin Williams), a charpany w~1 open its season with a musical
Ismatic, visionary street person and former
adaptation by Polly Pen and Peggy
professor of medieval history who beHarmon 01 Christina Rossetti's richly
lieves, says dlrectorTeny G~liam C'Bra9Vocative VIctorian poem. "Goblin Marzi'1, that his own salvation lies in claiming
ket· tells the story of two adult sisters
the Holy Graillrom the upper East Side
whoretumtotheirchildhoodnurseryand
town house 01 a Trump-type Manhattan
embark on a magical journey through
developer - with the help of the deejay.
memory and Imagination. Directed by
Evan Yionoulis, director 01 last season's
Fl'llnkl•• Johnny AI Paclno and Michelle
Pfeiffer star in this film by Garry Marshall
·Mirandolina." Through Nov 24 - Tues,
("Pretty Woman') about a fry cook'and a
Wed & Thurs at 7:30: Fri 8 at pm; Set at 5
& 9 pm: Sun at 2 pm - at the Portland
wa~ress who find love In New York City.
Based on the celebrated 1987 play
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.
"Frankie and Johnny in theClairde Lune,'
TIx: $12-$26. Call 774-0465 to reserve.
by Terrence McNally.
"I<n_-I1-all. and Nlncompoopa" Mad
Hlcklen Ag.nda In Bellast, Northem IreHorse Children's Th9lltra will rTIIke its
debut performance with a compilation of
land, in the early 1980s, an American
lawyer preparing a report on the iii-treattraditional and modem stories adapted
ment of civilians by security forces is
by Gretchen Berg and Joan Sand. Mad
Horse is joining with the Children's Theabout to meet a witness w~h damaging
evidence against the British when he Is
atre 01 Malneto give chidren an outlet lor
ambushed and murdered. Fiction based
their imaginative and creative gifts. The
many ways there are to be ·smart· (or
on fact, 'Hidden Agenda" is a political
vice versa) are shown in these lively plays
thriller with the feel of a documentary.
featuring casts composed entirely 01 chilHighlander 2 Sean Connery stars In the
dren and directed by Joan Sand. Nov 16,
sequeltothis sclencefiction classic about
17,23& 24 - Sat performa~es 10 &2,
a race of immortals who can only be kmed
Sun's at 2. TIx at the doorU $4. The
when beheaded by the swords of their
theater Is located at 955 ForestAve. Call
enemies, the Kurgans.
Joan Sand at 797-3338 for more Info.
Homlcld. David Marnet'. ("House of
Games") story of a Jewish homicide de- "A Ln. In the Th ....r" Mad Horse Theatre Company presents this spoof by
tective who finds himself tom betWeen
David Mamet Nov21-Dec 15 with perforhis police duties and his nascent cultural
mences Thurs-Sat at 8, Sun at 9. The
ties. Stars Joe Mantegna.
theat ..... s located at 955 Forest Ave. TIx
$15, $13 lor students and seniors: call
797-3338 for reservations.

STAGE

"Th. Little Prince" The Young People's
Theater 01 Brunswick will open its 20th
season -with an original adaptation 01
Antoine de Saint Exupery's classic tale.
Playing three weekends starting Nov 9.
Curtain Is at 7 Thursdays, Fridays & Saturdays, with a 2 pm rmtinee Sundays,
The Theater Project is located on School
SIJeet In Brunswick. For reservations call
729-8584.
"Medea" This contemporary adaptation of
E~' "Medea" contains the Ufe stories of battered women acroSS the nation
whole attlllT¢s to save their own lives
and the lves of their children have cost
them their fnIedom. Following each pertonnance, there will be an opportunity,
led by a panel of experts, to respond.
Prasented by USM's Russell Square Playani at 7:30 pm Nov 14-16,5 pm Nov 17,
In USM Gorham's Russell Hall. TIx: $7
public, $6 US~ staff & seniors, $4 students. Call 780-5483 for perfonnance
tines and reservations.
"The Mu.1c Man" The Windham Center
Stage Theatre presents the musical
through Nov 24 at 8 pm at the Windham
Center Stage Theatre on Windham Center Road. Eve performances are at 8,
Sunday rmtlnees at 2. TIx: $5-$6; for
reservations & group rates, call Marta
Ryder at 874-2357.
"ShlrlevValentlne" Doing StrangeThings
in the Name 01 Art (the company thet
brought you last summer's "Gertrude
stein & A Companion"). presents this
comedy about Shiriey Valentine: She's
42, her kids are grown, she talks to the
wall , and then, suddenly, Mrs. Joe
Bradshaw swizes a moment of life. there
to discover that Inside Mis. Joe Bradshaw
wa~sthe former Shirtey Valentine longing
to get out. Shirley, breaking out of her
mould, is shown with humor. warm sympathy and human insight by Willy Russel,
author of "Educating Rita." Through Dec
29, with an 8 pm curtain Wed, Thu, Fri &
Sat, and Sat & Sun matinees at 2, at the
Storefront Theatre at Bookland, Maine
Savings Plaza (comer of Brown & Congress). Tix $15. Call 774-6741 for reservations.
"Waltlnll for Godot" I Have No Control
Productions will presentSarruei Beckett's
tragicomedy in two acts Nov 18-27 at the
Wherehouse. 29 Forest Ave, Portland.
TIx $10. For more Info call 879-0070.
"Wh_'. Charley?" Portland Lyric Theater presents the musical version 01 Brandon 1homas' ·Charley's Aunt," George
Abbott and Frank Loesser's hilarious
parody 01 Vtclorian social lunacy. Nov
15-17, 22-24, 29-30 and Dec I at 176
Sawyer St. S. Portland. Call 799-1 421 or
799-6509 lor tix and times.

AUDITIONS
Lyric Theet.. of South Portland wili
hold auditions lor ~s 1930s musical
"Babes in Anns" Nov 18 & 19 from 7:3010 pm at 176 Sawyer St, S. Portland. Call
799-4802 to schedule an audition. ~ will
also hold them for "Have Yoursell a Many
Little Christmas· Nov 14 at 7 pm lor kids
and 8 pm for adutts in Lyric Hall next to
the theater on Sawyer Street. Call 8749002 for more inlo.

. f'Ft~51;'"
CLUBS

THURSDAY 11.14
Th. Dave Ballou Quintet Oazz) cafe no,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Hair of the Dog (rock) Father O'Hara's
Pubic House, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
871-1579.
Sob Junior Project (rock) Old Port Tavem. II MotJton St, Portland. 774-0444.
NV and PrIwte Toya (rocki11eavy metaQ
Geno's, 13BrownSt,Portiand.772-7891 .
The Blind Lemon. (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 PIckett St, S . PtId. 767-4fQ7.
Tom Dyh.rberg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161 .
Open Mlc with Bill Cameron (acoustic)
The Wrong BrothBfS Pub at PortBilUards,
39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

FRIDAY 11.15
Dave Roberta (acoustic) BramhaU Pub,
769 Congress St, Portland . 773-9873.
Th. Marguerlt. hunemann Quart.t
Oazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St, Portland.
772-8114.
Darien Brahms(folk)FatherO'Hara'sPublic House, 45 Danlorth St, Portland. 8711579.
Bates Motel (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772-7691.
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Rhythm (/ Blues
The Blind Lemons
Thur.. Nov. 14
&.

Judy Collins

The UPScE""rrI....I""ERS

Portland gets a dose
of amazing grace

Fri. &. Sat. Nov. 15 &. 16

The sixties have proven to have a rather extraordinary staying
power. Most of us flower children with grown-u.p ~ids have swapped
comments of surprise as we've observed them dlggmg a lot of the
same music we did. The Grateful Dead are still a happening thing,
and many others of that generation of musicians are also still avi~ly
followed by all of us. This month, both Jethro Tull and Judy Collins,
two musical beacons from the '60s, will perform in Portland. (See
Concert Ustings for Collins' Nov. 23 concert.)
Judy Collins was one of that triumvirate of '60s female powerhouses - along with Joan Baez and Joni Mitchell- whose powerful
folk ballads and protest songs were signatures of the era. Collins
seemed to me the most haunting - a sort of musical Ophelia. Back
then, musicians also had to espouse the correct social and poli.ti~
causes. Most went after the big issues: the Vietnam War and Civil
rights. Today, in keeping with that change-the-world approach, Sting
is working to save the rain forest.
.
_.
When I read in a press release that Collms was pushing disposable
packaging for her newest album, and for each one sold was planting
trees in Colorado, I thought that once again her gestures. though
commendable and useful, were vague and peripheral. I asked her
about herself and her poSition on environmental issues.
MM: Your press release says that your new album, "Fires of
Eden," represents for you "a new beginning," and offers the public "a
fresh new look at (your) world." What does that mean?
JC: Every artist has an idea that he or she develops. Right now I'm
just starting my best work. I ha~e new mate?al, a new ~rd ~d a
new recording company. Speaking as an artist, I am expenencmg new
energy that is being generated by having a new book out, "Amazing

92 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

Entertainment 6 Nighm

See listings or call for info.

17S Pickett St • S. Portland

767.4627

OS DOT

FREE MEALI

GET A
with

this

ad,

expires

.. _ ...

Buy an entree from 5 p.m, till cose any night of the
week and get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE!
Sunday - Wednesday 5-10 p,m,

\!=___1111111'"_ Thursday - Saturday 5-11 p_m.

WOLFIE'
Restaurant & Bar
193 Middle Street
Old Port • 773-3501

Grace,"
My version of " Amazing Grace" is the definitive one, and my
hallmark song. Now, because of my book, I'm doing some writing
about it. This means that I'm getting back into prose writing. It's
exciting to be able to do this. It's given me a chance to examine my
habits in songwriting. I've
always chosen songs with
spiritual content. This has been
an exciting year for me. I've been
able to re-recprd "Amazing Grace" and write about it. It's been a year
of journeying into myself.
MM: Your press release indicates that you consider "Fires of
Eden" to be your best work to date. What sets it apart from earlier
work?
JC: It's just better than anything I've ever written. It's similar in
some ways to my earlier work, like "Houses," and "Secret Garden:'
I've been writing a lot over the past 15 years, and writing improves
writing. Everything is better now.
MM: Over the years it's been your voice that has brought the
work of other songwriters to the fore. Today how much of the music
that you record is your own writing, and how much is other people's
work?
JC: This album includes about a half-dozen songs that I wrote
with my co-writers. But whatever else I choose for my album or for
concerts should be interchangeable with my own. My voice and my
choice of material were established long before I started writing. So
my choice of material is an extension of my own aesthetic. Fundamentally I'm a singer, and what I choose has to come up to the same
standards as what I write.
MM: About your planting trees in Colorado. Although Colorado
is your home state, and planting trees anywhere is a good idea,
wouldn't you think that reforestation in the rain forest is more crucial
right now than Colorado?
JC: I started the Eden Foandation with a corporate sponsor last
year, and this spring our first grant was given to tree planting
Colorado. Our function will be to identify individual or group needs,
and we'll extend ourselves to other environmental issues. Our next
grant is in the process of being decided upon - it might be toxic
waste or nuclear waste .. ..
I cut my teeth on the Wonder Woman Foundation, which gave
individual grants to women. It had an incredible infrastructure
around the country, and took hundreds of people to identify people
who could do the most for social change. You just don't throw money
around without researching first.
MM: Well, what about this tour? Will the proceeds of this tour be
for trees?
JC: In the future, a lot of my time and energy will be spent on the
foundation. And because time and energy translate into money, we
don't say proceeds. We say time and energy.
MM: I see_ Well, over the year has your focus on world and social
issues changed?
JC: I doubt it. It's always been the same.

music

in.

Margot McWilliams

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A senSible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to Instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common In childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do_ Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice In
Portland, and hosts "Health line:
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide
P,O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101
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THE MOON
DANCE CLUB
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MR. MIX Spins
the jammin tunes

e

THE MOON DANCE CLUB e 427 FORE ST.

e

772-1983 e
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CLUBS

Scott Oakley Trio (jazz) LIttle Willie's, 36
Market St, PorUand. 773-4500.
Chrl8toph.. Robin (anematlve) Moose
PJtgy, 48 Mar1<e1 st, Portland. 774-5248.
Bob Junior p .....ect (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
The Zen TrlcJcat_ (Grateful Dead band)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-e886.
The UpMtW,.. (rhythm & blues) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett st, S. Portland.
767-4627.
Port City All...,.. (R&B) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, PorUand. 773-8040.
0111 Don8telll (acoustk:) TIpperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Holel, S. PIId. 775-6161 .
Curfew (rock) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
Port BUliards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland.
775-1944.

Lagend (rock)OIdPort Tavem,11 Moufton
st, Portland. 774-0444.
Troubadour T .......,. with Tom Dee
(acoustk:) Raoul'. Roadside Attraction,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mic Night with Peter Oleaeon
(b.y.o. jam)Sprlng Point Cafe, 175 PIckett
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Private Top (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd
st, Portland. 773-8040.
Will Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 11.20
Comedy Night (laughs) Fether O'Hara's
Public House, 45 Danforth st. Portland.
871-1579.
Bach....,..' Night (xxx) Moose Allay, 48
Marl<et St, PorUand. 774-5248.
Lagend (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moufton
st, Portland. 774-0444.
Rad Ught Revue (swing) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-e886.
N_ Band Night (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. PorUand. 767-4827.
Curfew (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd st,
Portland. 773-8040.
BIIICarnervnend.leremya...ter(aCOU&tic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
773-0093.
Open Mlc Night with the Cool Whip.
(blues & rock jam) The Wrong Brothers
Pub al Port BiUiards. 39 ForesiAve, Portland. 775-1944.

NOt>ember 14,1991

TUESDAY 11.19
Portland IIrmPhonlf Orcheatra " the
Choral Art8oc1ety (claasicaQ 7:30 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle
St, Mozart'. Requiem with guest vocalists Bonnie Scarpelli, Mary WestbrookGeha, Bruce fithian & David Arnold.
Stravinsky'sclaSsicaly basad SylTl'hony
In C will also be perfonned. The Choral
Art Society's conductor Robart Russell
will give an free, Informal lecture on the
program at 6:30 pm In the auditorium.
TIx: $2&-$10. 773-6191 .

UPCO

G

The Pride of Maine Flcldllng Festival
11/16.'91 (French-Canadian, Acedian &
country-style) 8 pm, Bishop Feeney Auditorium, Saint Joseph's College.
Standish. Admission: $5 aduns, $3.50
seniors & kids, $15 femiiee. 892-6766
ext 1240.
Orange Then Blue 11122191 (jazz) 8 pm,
CortheilConcartHaIl,USMGorhamcampus. TIx: $12 general publk:, $8 seniors &
facullylslaff, $5 students. 780-5555.
Phlah 11122191 Oazz. rock, blues fusion) 8
pm, USM Portland Campus gym. Tix :call
874-6598.
Mario BaUD, Paqulto D'RI ....ra " 20piece Big Band 11123191 (Afro-Cuban
jazz & rock) 8 pm, Lewiston Armory. 65
Cenlral Ave, Lewiston. TIx: $14. 7827228.
Judy Coliine 11123191 (folk) 8 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle 51.
TIx: $15-$22. 1-800-362-8080.
AI Repone. Hla Zydeco Exp..... 111231
Qotta Dane .. Inc., Thompson's Point,
91 (accordion-driven blues with an
second ftoor Bldg 1A, Portland. Smoke
Acadian patois) 8 pm, The Biddeford City
and chern-free dances with swing, Lalln
Theat.... Tix: $8 In advance, $8 at the
& ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
door. 839-2400.
SUndays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nighlly, 8 pm on ... Fr>-Sat untH 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college an...native night. No cover with college 10, $1
without. 871-0663.
a.lute., 20 Milk St, Portland . Open nightly
unlll 1 am. No cov.... 774-4200.
T -Bird'., 126 N. Boyd st, Portland. Sun:
football afternoon , comedy nighl; Mon,
chem-frae; Wed , local bands; Thurs, college nighl; Fri & Sal, bands andlordeejay,
tf~ ~
aliconterJ1X)l'8ry dance music. 773-8040.
.
.
Wh. . .hou•• Chem-F... ~ne. Club,
29 Foresl Ave, Portland . Progressive
music. Fr>-Sat, 9 pm-1 am. 674-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed :
progressives; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay/
live music; Sat cutting edge dance; Sun:
request night. 773-8187.

SATURDAY 11.18 DANCING

~". RoberU (acoustic) BramhaH Pub,

Wed. Nov. 13
Tburs. Nov. 14
A:
Fri. Nov. 15

STREETS

OF

FmE

Serving Lunch & Dinner 11:30am-llpm
Lounge Hours 11: 30am-1am
425 Fore Street. Old Port, Portland. 712-7713

Mle &: VISA Aa:epteci • Ample Parking' • Formerly Blue Moon

Portland's #1 Dance Club now has
dandng Wednesday thru Sunday

~~AYS~~tJ

The Best in dancing at WHEREHOUSE w /
D.J.s Spence & AI • No Cover before ClDpm
Live Show Friday Nov 00th:

Reggae with the pa3itive rhythms of

RoeKIN' VIBRATION
Monday Nov OOth:
GUMBO SOUP & ZfDECO too!
starring Louisiana's own ... AI. RAPONE

& the ZYDECO EXPRESSMEN
w/ AI's very own cajun Gumbo Soup.
Dinner, wine & dancing all for $0 • 8pm
Thursday Nov 80st • Cl>--@pm

769 Congress St, Portland . 773-9873.
The Marguerite Jeunemann Quartet
(jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland.
772-811 4.
The Kopterz (rock) FatherO'Hara's Public
House. 45 Danfo rth st, Portland. 8711579.
2 a.lnl8 and Cadar at..... 81ul8 (rock)
Geno's. 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
IIcott Oakley Trio (jazz) UtIle Willie's, 36
Marl<et st. Portland . 773-4500.
Chrl8topher Robin (anemalive) Moose
AJWj.48 Mar1<et st, Portland . 774-5246.
Bob Junior Project (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Mounon st, Portland. 774-0444.
Chrl.tlne Lavin, "'tty Larkin, KriaUna
01.... & Cliff Eberhardt (folk) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. 773-6886.
Th. U....tt.... (R&B) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767- 4627.
81andlng Room Only (rock) T-Blrds, 126
N. Boyd st, Portland. 773-8040.
Scott Huftbend (contemporary) TIpperary
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland.
775-6161,
Open Mu.lcEduceto,..' Jazzl"'m 1Ieailion Verrilto's Convention Center, 8 Rivnlde St, Tumplke exit 8, Portland. 8469741 .
Curt.. (ro<:k) The Wrong Brother'll Pub at
Port Blilards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.
.

SUNDAY 11.17
Open .Iau . . . .Ion• .lam Oazz) cafe no,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
MlkeO'8rten Qrish musk:) FalherO'Hara' s
Public House, 45 Danforth 51, Portland.
871-1579.
~nny Q,..vla .nd Matt Fo8ter (blues)
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore st, Portland.
772-2739.
The Wony Dolla (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 MouHon St, PorUand. 774-0444.
Christine Lllvln, Patty Larkin, Krlrina
0IHn " Cliff Eberhardt (folk) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. 773-6886.
AcoIilltlc Connection with D.J_ LIIndry
(acoustk:) Spring PoInt Cafe, 175 Pickett
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
8oI8t1ce (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf
st, Portland. 773-0093.

MONDAY 11.18
Monday Night Football (testosterone)
MooseAlIey. 48 Market St, Portland. 7745248.
The Worry Dolla (ro<:k) Old Port Tavern,
11 MouHon.st, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlc Night with Randy Morabito
(b.y .o. jam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction ,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6888.
Monday Night Football (testosterone)
SprIng Point Cafe, 175 PIckett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Monday Night Football (testosterone) TBirds, 126 N. Boyd St, PIId. 773-8040.
Open Mlc Night with Ken Orl.....,
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf'. End, 52 Wharf st,
Portland. 773-0093.

M.G.L.A FILM FES71VAL BENEFIT DANCE

TUESDAY 11.19

(please note BLACX UHURU has cancelled. Nov Ooth show)

81_ Kitchen (blues) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Font 51, Portland. 772-2739.

-
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ART

OPENING

CON
CERTS

FRIDAY 11.15

The aut.r o.lIery, 819 Congress st,
Portland. Opening reception Nov 21 from
5-7 pm for an exhibition of recant works
by PorUand School of Art faculty members. Galery hours:Tues-Sun, 11-4; Thurs
11-9. 775-5152.
Richerd ...rtca Oallery,266 ForeSt, Portland. Opening reception Nov 21 from 5-8
pm for .,.he Art of TIbet," an exhibit of
TIbetan medltallve paintings . Through
Dec 19. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 1(}'5:30;
Thurs 1(}'7; Sell(}'5. 774-1322.

AROUND TOWN

LIIuralC8rgul (pianist) 8 pm, CortheU ConoartHal,USM Gorhamcarnpus. Mozart's
Sonata In 0 Major, K 311; Schumann's African Imports and New England Alta,
1 Union St, Portland. African crafts, jewFantasy In C Major; Uszt's Sallade No. 2
elry and sculpture as well as New En& Ravel'. solo piano version of La Valse.
gland crafts. artifacts and arts. Gallery
TIx: $8 general public, $<l student., sehours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-9 pm; SUn 12- 9.
niors, faculty & staff. 780-5555.
772-9505.
Canadln B,... . 11/150'91 (brass) 8 pm.
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle AREA Oallery, University of Southam
Mai ne's Portland Campus Center.
st. TIx: $10. $16, $21 &$25, children halfSalazar's "Expressions of Spirituality,"
price. 772-8630.
wat ... media, mixed media, acryficand oli
on canvas, paper and wood . Salazar's
work expresses and reflects his personal
spirituality. ThruNov 30. 780-409015460.
Art Oallery 8t SIx Deering Street, Portland. Works of two artists from lhe
UaM Jazz En.-nble " UaM ImprovtaRockport (Mass.) Art Association : David
0,.. Orchestra (Jazz) 8 pm, CorIheII ConTutwiler's oils and walercolors. and Marcert Hall, USM Gorham campus. WIlfka
garet W . Wiliams' .tin life paintings In
by Duke Elington, Thelonlus Monk, Thad
watercolor. Gallery hours: by chance or
Jones, Bill Evans & Oliver Nelson. Tbt: $3
appointment. 772-9605.
general public, $1 studenta & seniors.
Congreee lIqua,.. Oallery, 42 Exchange
St, Portland. Group show of ois by Gina
Werfal , Heame Pardee, Jil Hoy, Ellen
Gutekunst, watercolors by Marsha
Oonahue & pastels by Henry Isaac• .
Through Dec 1. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
Portland string Quart8t(cha~3 pm,
10:30-5; Tt.ur.SaI aves till 9; Sun noonDana AuditoriJm. Maine Medical Cant...
5. 774-336Q.
(entrance at the gate opposite 7 BramhaH
81), Portland. WI1h guest pianist Eva Virslk Tha ~nforth Oallery, 34 Danforth St,
Portland. "ThaGreen Dream Vessel : Save
the quartet wil perform Mozart's Quartet
Me," an Installation by Cynthia Thompin F Major. K. 166; Surinach's String Quarson on the slate of our environment. The
tal and Dvorak's Piano Quintal in A Mavessel Is a fabric and wood labyrinth wllh
jor, Cp. 81 . Tix: $13 general admission,
a singular message: Who are the endan$7 kids und... 12and seniors. 761-1522.
gerad Intheanimal kingdom?Thompson
The Wlnem BNUk.. Kollekll.,(l (}.pIece
Is the crealor of the stretch fabric canojazz ensemble) 8 pm, Luther Bonney Aupies seen at the Maine Arts Festival.
ditorium, USM's Portland calTl'US. Tix:
Showing through Nov 30. Gallery hours:
$12 forlhe publk:, $10 forUSM student~
Tues-Sat, 11-5. 775-6245.
and seniors. 874-6595.

SATURDAY 11.18

SUNDAY 11.17

Tren. .upport A peer support group for
transsexuals. cross-dressers, thelrfriends
and families who desire a batt... underslanding of gender-relaled issues. We
CUlT8l1t1y IMBt on Ihe second Sunday of
each rronth al6 pm. For rrore Info, 'Nrite
to Transsupport, PO Box 17622, Portland 04101 .
Younger WlcIowerelWldows Support
Oroup Men and women 50 or younger
who have experienced the death of a
spouse within the last three years ere
inviled to attend a support group to help
and encourage each other through the
normal grief process. Eight meetings will
beheld inYarrnouthon Tues av_beglnning in September. For further Info, call
846-5285 or 846-9480.
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Morning Pro Necrophilia
• Nl'ockdful of Vern" by Robert J. Lurtsema
Pamassus Imprints: Orleans, Mass., 1991. S12.95.
TheolOgian and troublemaker Ma ry Daly has identified
"necrophilia," by which she means the love of death rather than
life, as the central malady of our patriarchal epoch. From the toxic
cloud of Bhopal to the turgid pages of a Stephen King novel, Daly
regards male-created edifices, corporations, cultural norms,
religions, relationships and texts as "more tomb-like than womblike, manifesting the profoundly necrophilic tendencies of
technocracy_"
If Daly is right - that men are suffering from a kind of "womb
envy" which, stripped of a pathological obsession with reproductive organs, is really a longing for female creative powers - then
we have an explanation for why public radio disc jockey Robert J.
Lurtsema has published this volume of doodles, self-proclaimed
"verse" and self-indulgent biographical trivia.
Every weekday morning at 8 a.m., life in all its fullness
disappears from the airwaves of the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network. The "Morning Edition" news program ends, and this
audio kaleidoscope of the last day's doings by the human family
gives way to Lurtsema, beamed in from Boston. Thus begins four
long hours of music by dead white European males, commencing
with tape-recorded bird song and punctuated by Lurtsema's
humorless commentary delivered at a notoriously funereal pace.
Lurtsema's book is fascinating by comparison to his radio
program, at least for those of us who have wondered what
compels this man to foist himself on New England's airwaves. It
turns out Lurtsema' s first taste of fame came as an ll-year-<>Id
who got his picture in the paper for writing a poetic tribute to his
mother, to wit: " For unselfish love/I'U not find another / As sweet
nor as kind/As my lovable mother."
An 11-year-<>ld asked in 1947 to write a Mother's Day poem
cannot be faulted for reducing his female parent to a caricature of
a human being. But a grown-up offering such a poem in 1991 as
evidence of his origins as a "renaissance man"? Who's he trying to
convince - the Senate Judiciary Committee?
Next come a pair of poetic odes, apparently to college sweethearts, which demonstrate with deadening clarity that Lurtsema
has trouble with women. He compares his feelings for a woman
named Norma to those of
"the ant that climbs/ the
elephant's leg/with dreams
of rape.... " His ode to "Trina"
talks about an "unborn spring." the "pregnant ocean," and rocks
that are "grey as the flesh of your once pink hand." Daly might
well find some "profoundly necrophilic tendencies" here, but for
the absence of profundity.
"For every bitch/on the make/there's a call/for all/she can
give.... Get yours, Girl, yours./Even whores/have got to live";
Robert J.'s saintly mom has given way to the only other woman
authority figure he identifies in his book. She is "an attractive
redhead who was described to me as an agent." She seems
impressed with Lurtsema the aspiring artist, he goes to her
apartment, and he writes the above as part of his poetic reaction
to the discovery that she was marketing her own feigned passions
rather than his. He leaves the poem on her coffee table as a
parting shot.
But more repugnant than Lurtsema as career advisor to
working women is the all-<:onsuming egomania that would lead a
broadcaster to take a newscast that he rewrote from UPI wire
copy and actually publish the results as poetry. True, there is 'The
Found poetry of Oliver North," based on the disgraced colonel's
lran-Contra testimony_And someone has even reduced the playby-play of Yankees announcer Phil Rizzuto to blank verse. But
those are supposed to be jokes! Lurtsema is serious - and if this
isn't evidence of womb envy, of a thwarted longing for an ability
to create something - anything - of enduring value, then such
behavior is simply without explanation_
Maine Times art critic E.A. Beem recently proclaimed the death
of culture in Maine because his rich friends can no longer afford to
maintain their glitzy art galleries. Lurtsema's book is at home in
this imagined necropolis. As another troublemaker - community
radio pioneer Lorenzo Milam - once said about aesthetics like
Lurtsema's, 'They may have been invented to keep middle-class
turnips safely in the concert-halls, and off the backs of the rest of
us who care for some guts and meaning to life." Or off the backs
of those - from whatever class of turnip - who prefer live birds,
flying free, to dead ones captured on tape.

books

OFF THE
CLOCK

The Aids Project Need. Hotline Worke,..willingto work a four-hour shift one or
rrore times per week. Training will ba
provided on howloanswercallson stalewide hoUine about Alds and HIV lransmission, and how to provide support and
peer counseling for callera' concema. If
you are good at listening , haw a compassionate nalure. and would like to give
to a corn:nJnity in desperate need of
support and aducallon. cal the Unftad
WWj Volunteer Center at 874-1000.
East End Children'. Wortcahop needs_
chikk:are provider to supervise a smail
group 01 toddlers and .".adlooIera for
one hour on Tuesdays, 9 :30-10:30 am,
while parent. attand _ support group.
Call the VokJnt_ Canter at 874-1000.

N_ Y_r'a Portland needs voIunIeersto
hang post_, build stag_ and staff performance sites. Work days or evening.,
weekendsorweekdays. Eam fJeeadmission to all shows. CaN Bob Curtis at
Maine Arts. 772-9012, for details.
Wayalde evening Soup Kite..... needs
meal preparers and server.! from 4-5:30
pm and serving/clean-up volunteers from
5:30-7:30 pm. This is an opportunity 10
ga in commercial kitchen experience and
to wo", with the homeless and poor. Call
874-tOOO.
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480 RIVERSIDE ST. PORTlAND
878-3000
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Iudi Riley • 7974903
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WELL

Maine's; Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ouotel'

NESS

It's Football Season

d'S

watc~ the Game

Health and the Holy Kenneth Hamilton
and WalterChrl.tla, authors of"Heanh
and the Holy: Two PhysIcians Search for
the Diamond Body," wli explore the energetic fon:etI of the subtla body with
participants on Nov HI from 9:30 am4:30 pm In the Alumni HouM, Bowdoin
College. This wlU be a daytong event with
exercises, conversation., lectures and
clinical anecdotes to help boththe healthy
and the afflicted gain access to the perfect body within. Lunch included. L1m~ed
to 50 partiCipants. Fee: members $30;
non-membars $35. For more info call
729-0300.
Self-Esteem and Creativity Graham
Reaves. author of "A stranger to Myse.f:
An Adull Guide to Higher Self-Esleem
and Creative Living,· will conduct an allday intensive Dec 7 from 9-3 pm. Registration is $50 (no book included); call
773-3000.
A Sen •• of Self An experiential workshop
Nov 20 from 7-9:30 pm al Mercy Hospital , Portland. This workshop Is designed
10 reveal, awaken and enliven aspects of
self often deapIy buried beneath our av- '
eryday experiencn. OrunvnJng, sound,
movement, rituals and exercls_ will be
Uged to touch the potential and reality of
ourimerselves. ~wilbeMarrua

Paul Gale, lead... of dances for universal
peace; Jin HusIeII, an initiatad shaman;
and John Mclaughln, a psychotherapist
end meditation teacher. Call Sharon
Benoit at 87&-3486 for more Info.
Taming the Mind Introductory four-week
course thai wil explora the nature of
meditation estaughl by TIbetan Buddhist
meditation Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche.
Each cIas. wiH conaIst of medltalion,
Instruction and discussion. Course fee:
$20. Open house and ftrst clas~: Nov 20
at 7 pm. Call 666-3396 for more info.

• CmtlinlU!d 011
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Saturday
November 23

31
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and enjoy

FREE MUNCHIES
Mtxtng Good People, Good Food
and Good Drlnksfor 13 Years.

772-4828

~...1f...__1i..___-LIFE'S A MIRACLE
THEN YOU LIVE
FOREVER
Celebrating the
Life of the Spirit
in

Worship. the Arts &
Community Service
SterUnK S ilver

Enamel Jewelry by Lou Mastro.
silver jewlery. pottery. abstract
pen & ink drawings, watercolors
and more!
OPEN DAILY 9:30-5:30
(dOled Tueoda)'l)
RL 302, Raymond 655-4952

~~

STUDIO

~-~WORK8
You'll be amazed at how big

a small

can be.

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
(2071 772.f3277

Rev. Ken Turley
Seroice: lOam Sunday
NoHeavyH~

ChiIdcare ~
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Community
cable Network

performances of

. . . 011111&/11

: "A Life in the Theatre"

IA delightful, award-winning comedy
playing Nov. 21 - Dec. 15
I 2 for 1 Thursdays Nov. 21 & Dec. 5
I 797·3338
I
I
I
I
I

Appearing in November

CURT BESSETTE
Singer/songwriter
featuring songs

by Lynda Barry
• Continued from pGge 21

Iromhlsnew

WELL
NESS
lOP

release "Harbor"
Beginning 11/6

9JijffI

Wed. 8-11pm

8- mldnlght
Fri. 8< SOt 8:3Opm-12:3Oam
Frea Por1<lng

ThUf1

CH,AIl .,.

t ...c;H

o.-."S

Sonesta Hotel PorHand
775-5411

to go if you ha.... • health concern or
medical pIObIem. need a spor1IrIachooI
physical done, or have birth control ..
_ t o deal with. Open to anyone 13-21,
fNf!ify Monday from 4-a pm. at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bmmhall st. Portland. Call 871-2763 lor an appointment
Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm.
The Yoga Center presents a four week
mini-session Nov 18-Dec 20. Call 77>
097501"799-4449 for more Info.
Womancar. Funda, wil be held at the
Portland Friend's Meeting Houseonouter
Forest Ave Nov 23 from 9-4. M array of
lighthearted experiential mlri-workshope
will Include Shiatsu. movement. ha1l81
CC*Tl8IIcs, craativevitulllzation.ace_
Ing the Goddeas within and 1TlOI'8. ActIvItias will center on aelf-care and nurturing
ouraplrits, minds and bodin. Vege1arfan
pot luck lunch. PnHegistratlon required.
A eliding hie IlCllIe of $4>60 benefits a
not-for-pIOlIt Student Relet Fund. BrIng
notebook. pen. pliow and/or PIId••nd
_rcomfortableclothlng. Call CI1rIstile
Harrrnond at 772-2159 for further Info.

Dogtown diary

HARMON'~~BARTON'S

584 Congreu Street

~

Portland

117 Brown Street
Weotbrook

774,5946

Free ptUkUt, Gl 1>0110 /ocQlioM.
854,2518
AU major credit <ltIIW tu:ccpUd 0II,w- tmkn. Ope" SItIIday.r, 104.

Join our Blrtbday/AnnMnary C.w by fiIlin, out and mailing this form.
Open astore c:f.ar&e 1lCCOIIIlt. IDO!
~noma

___________________________

~----------------------------------

~~----------------------------SpecIal 0cc0sI0n
Date

~mpe: ________~~~mn~iL$~~~~______~1~~~30~_____

1. _____________________________________

2. _______________________________________

3. ______________________________________
______~------------------------------4.
__
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Hidden
Agenda
WE[)'SAT 7, 9
SAT-SUN MAT 1

I

LUNG
TA
THE FORGOTTEN TIBET

presents

WILLEM BRBJKER

KOLLEKTIEF LIVE
"The .1 Talent Deserving
Wider Recognition" 1986-90
- Downbeat Magazine
Intemational Clitic's Poll

Sunday!. November 17, 8pm
Luther ~onney Aud~orium
Portland Campus, USM
Tickets $12, $10 for seniors &
USM students, available at
Amadeus Music & the Student
Senate Business Office. Powers
House. USM Portland
For more info. call 874-6595.

OUT
SIDE

c.co .., Bike Club

meata the third
Tueeday of eVfllf'l month at 7 pm in the
Portland Safllly BuIdIng (polca station)
on MIddle stree!. The pubic II MIc:onw.
Calthe24-hou-holllneat774-1118, Bob
Munay at 892· 70290rGary Davia at 892·
8257 for more Info.
DIa I a•• rthe8acNlaoftha !'or. .Hum
• faN stroH through the woode Into •
lalcinatlng learning experience through
Maine Audubon's nall6e walks at Mast
landing Sanctuary In Freeport. Through
Nov 22. trained naturalist guides wIIlntroduce school groups. community
groups. scout troops & others to forest
and wildlife ecology during a 1-112 ho"
walk. Wednesdays through Fridays at the
Sanctuary. Each walk features hands-on
expforationsoflopics including plant and
animal adaptations. forest succession,
animal signs. migration & bird study. Introductory materials ara sent 10 teachln
and group leaders before each walk.
Advance reservation. ara raquired and
can be made bycontlcting CaIot lIM.a
at 781·2330.
MaI... W _ ~ ~ hiking, biking and C8fT1lIng trips for women
18 years of age and older. For info. call
s.nc:ty at657-5134orK..-. at 797-3008.

Group, Dept CB·1ll3.
488 Stevens Ave .•

Portland. ME 04103.

Who's that guy in the jeans and jacket on the cover of the latest

Cafe Rn1iew? Vincent Ferrini. He ran a frame shop in Gloucester,
Mass., for decades. So why is the magazine dedicating a special
54-page tribute issue to him? And why is it one of the best
collections of poetry ever to be published by a Maine magazine?
Two reasons. First, although he never received the popular
acclaim his colleagues Levertov, Creeley, Ferlinghetti or Ginsberg
did, Ferrini influenced them and their generation of poets. His
friends can write. Second, his first book was published 50 years
ago right here in Portland, Maine. That's when a small press
editor named Leon Tebbets took a chance on "No Smoke," a
remarkable little book of poems about working-class folk in bluecollar Lynn, Mass. Reminisces Tebbets about those early poems:

TradinJ! CO., Inc.
ESTABUSHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH - - -

Startling stuff, d/~nt from anything thot had COIM my way
before, and a link worrisome, Brashly and vividly, with a pen both
bitter and sweet, this young man had portrayed a dty In aI/Its
diversity, pointing poem portraits of people who haunt the struts,
blind men, beggars, polltlclons and knarn, to name a frN.

This issue also contains tribute poems from Cid Corman,
Robert Kelley and Larry Eigner: all major, well-published poets.
But some of the choicest pieces here have been authored by lesserknown lights, and - as the
true poem must - they
transcend the subject matter
(Ferrini), using him as a glass
through which to see something more numinous. Dorothy
Shubow Nelson writes, in "Pilgrimage," of trying to visit Ferrini in
Gloucester. The trip leads her to a dead end, a dank hotel room on
a foggy cove, and thoughts of her elderly parents, which turn into
self-examination and passage. She returns to Ferrini the next day:

you rattled the stones In your bog
and asked me to choose OM.
You d~ a picture of a fragile starburst
and said,
that Is you In the unkrthat Is the pwm.
Friends like Tom Taylor and Jain Tamower contribute photos
and illustrations of Ferrini. The real treat, though, comes to those
who wait: This issue ends with a self-portrait and six poems by
Ferrini himself, with titles like "Blue Fire" and "Laughing Iron's
Oboe Music." His subjects are life, love, work - mostly in and
around Dogtown (part of the sea city of Gloucester). Enough
about the poems. What's the man like?
One way to find out. Read the magazine.
Poul KIIrr

FOR
KIDS

The Portland Public Library'.
Children'. Room Schedula for the
week of Nov 14: Nov 14. 3:30 pm.
Children's Book Week Puppet Show (for
3-year-olds and up); Nov 15, 10:30 am,
Tales for Twos; Nov 16, 9.m, Child,...·.
Book Sale in Rines Room; Nov 18, 10:30
am, Preschool story Hour; Nov 20. 9:30
am, Finger Fun for Babies; Nov 20, 10:30
am, Preschool Story Time; Nov 22,10:30
am. Ta_ for Twos; Nov 23, no pr0grams. All programe are fraa and open to

....... ~AdwntureClub(MQAC)
brings together people who enjoy the
the pubic. FIve Morunent Square. Port·
outdoora. MOAC 0"- tripe and _Ia TIle GoocI Rocldn' Daddlaa Ted DaMIIa
land. Formore infofmation. call 871·1700.
and
Randy
Morabito
wi.
play
their
roola
to people of III 8kIII 1eveIa. beglmar to
YWCA of PonIand hall chldcara sIola
musk: for kids Nov III at 1:30 pm at the
expert. AI ara welcome to attend the
available In its PrMchooI Care program
monthly n -'111gB, highlighted by • side
Children'. MU8MIm 01 Maine, Westbrook
at the Hal School. 23 Orono Road. FuR
presentation. Upcornng actlY.lea: Nov
College. 748StevensAva, Portland. From
17, Bear MIn (Turner) dey hike. cal 7733273 or 76H)421; Nov 24, Sawyer MIn
day hike, cal 637-22111. Evf!ify Tues &
Thur, afterwork leg stmlch around Baxter
BIvd,leave at 6:30 pm from Payson Park.
For updated trip info. cal the Outdoor
Hotline at 774-1118. For club and membership info. cal Carey 8t772-9831.

resume

• The Cofe Review toasts poet Vincent Ferrini

Use our conventent Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13"95per gram
BUV-SELL-TRADE
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772·3932
330 lisbon St., Lewiston

Vincent was tM first model of an artist for me, a writer. He
didn't show me how to do It. He showed me how to BE It.... (He)
entered the caw:s of other peop~, and he did Rnd himself, and he
has spent the Intervening years helping and exhorting the rest of
us to do likewise.

We'll call ~ remind you!

Local classes starting soon.
We need your
now!
The Ronkin Educational

I Thurs. 9am-noon.

Longtime friend Peter Anastas pens the most thoughtful
tribute:

Make sure you don't forget birthdays {I annwersaries.

Seeking enthusi'stic
professiooals skilled in
teaching both Math
and English.
High SAT SCOres/test prep
experience a plus .
Flexible hours.
great atmosphere.

Programs premiere Fri. HOpm,
and are repeated Sat - Mon.
1-4 I 7·1Opm and Tues., Wed.,

TIle T...rtoung Adult Clinic ... place

OF THE EAST

• USM ClOSEUPS:
Dub McKaii Talks About tha
loYial Union (112 hr)
• THE BOYS OF WINTER:
An Inslda Look It thl Rad Sol
Flntay Camp (112 hr)
• HEALTH VIEWS:
Ovarcomlng Dilbills: Nlw
InitilUvll1D Halp YDU (1 hr)
• POWER. STEELE ON
THEATER: AR.view of Local Ar••
Th •• llr Productions (1/2 hr)
• FUTURES ON TRACK:
Racanl SMTC Grlduates Spaak
Aboul their Futurll (l/2hr)

LOVE TO TEACH?

rock'n'roIl to reggae. from II'N8IT1) beats
to blUM, the Good Rockin' Oaddlea will
makethemealikereading.recycing.ecoI·
ogy and the joys of calcling frogs swing
for the antire family. Seating is limited for
tlis jumping event. Trx $3 with museum
adrTission. less for meollbers. Call 797·
5483 for moralnlo.

and part·time cara offered. Call Joan
Prouty at 874-1130 for mora Info.

155 Front St., Bath
In Water St.,
AUgusta.

SPORT

PortIMcI RecNetlon"Adult Indoor Vol·
layball consists 01 pick·up games fNf!ify
lues & Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche
CorrmmityCanter, 166 BrackettSt. Portland. Cost is $2 for residents. $3 for nonresidents. Cal 874-8793 for mora Info.
Por1Iand Recreation'. Adult IIoc:car
PIck-up games <Nary Friday ranging In
ekll level from Intermediate fo advanced
fNf!ify Friday from&-8 pm at Reiche Communlty Center. 1116 Bnlckett St, Portland.
Coat .. ~ for reeIc:Ients, $3 for nonraeidents. Cal 874-8873 for mora Info.
Portland Aa=_tlae.. AduItMan......
IwIbaIl consistl of plck·up gBmM fNf!ify
Man & Wed. from 5:1>7 pm; and Sat
110m 2-4. F. . Is $2 lor raeldants. $3 for
non-rasidan1a. Reiche Community Cent., 166 Brackatt St. Portllnd.

Portland RacrwtIon Co-ad T_ ....
Htb.1I through March 26, King gym

pm. Jack gym Tues &
ThIn 8-8 pm. Cost 50 cents each night.
Call 874-8793 for more Inlo.

Tues & Thurs 8-8

ETC

N:T UP (AiOSCoaIItIon To Unleash Power)
Is • divenIa 9roup of voIuntaera united In
anger and committed to nonviolent, dlrect action to andtheAJDSaisitl. N:;T UP
rnaata eVfllf'l Mond8y from 7-9 pm at 72
Pinest, Portland (AndrawsSquare BuIld·

Ing). New rnernben ....lways MIc:onw.
w.-tchair ace ·bIe. For more Infor·

matIon. write to N:;T UPIMIIina. P.O. Box
5287, Portllnd 04101, tel. 774-7224 or
774-5082.
M:T UPIPonIand A <IIwrM. "'~,
direct action organizlltlon dedicalBd to
creating posItIvechangea IIIWnd AIDS In
federal and local governments, the media,andthemedlcal,pharmacautlcaland
InaIranca IndusbIea through nonviolent
public protests. MeetIngs: Sundaya at 7
pm at the YWCA, IN Spring St. Portland.
The meeting space .. wheelchair acces·
sible. Formora Info cal 874-8095 or 7748475. 'We wiI N:;T UP as long as people
continue to die 01 AIDS.'

Amazing Autumn Auction Waynefteet
School's Auction -- including dinner.
dancing. and silent and live auction -- will
benefittheWayneneetScholarshipFund.
Auction items include Red Sox tickets.
condo use at Sunday Ai_and Sugarloaf,
twoweeks in Southern France. and more.
Nov 16. 5 pm-midnight. For details call
772-6832.
IunrIHty International Open Hou. .
Portland Group 174 presents the video
'Women at Risk,' which brings 10 light
the tragedy of mora then 15 rTillon refugees scattered around the world. the
majority 01 whom ara women and young
girls. It presents portraHs of three such
rafugees. Nov t4 at II pm at Woodford's
Church, 202 Woodfonl St, Portland. For
Info call Rachel Vallierw at 77>9117.
Ceiling Down Splrtt A new drumming
meditation group wiN be forming on Nov
21, andwll meet regular1y on thellnlt and
third Thuraclays of the month from 7:309:30 pm at the Swedenborglan Churoh.
302 Stawns Ava. Portland. The group
will ramaln open to new rTlIIIrilenI until
the encI of the year. Wilhthedrumas our
primary focus, _ witl use shamanlc jour.
neying and other medHatlon techniques
to explore the use of sound as a vehicle
for salf-discoVfllf'l and transformation.
BrIng 8 mat. a blankat. drums and rattles.
songs 10 share. Cost $5 per meeting,
barter can be accomodated. Call 772·
8277 or 797 ·2688 for more Inlo.

ERA Lock-Up Muscular Dystrophy Asso·
ciation presents a fund-raising event Nov
15, from 9-5 at TGI Fridays. 25 Pearl St,
Portland. Benefit for muscular dystrophy
research and patient services. Ca. MDA
8t878-3749 for more info.
Maine Lesbian & Gay Film Featlval
Benefit Put on your dancing shoes on
Nov 21 at 9 pm and coma to Zootz, 31
Forest Ava. Help bring lesbian and gay
films to Maine this spri'lg. Tilt: $5 at the
door. Call 828-4714 for more Info.
Maine Parente for Qlftednalantacl
Youth wiI present Valarie5eaberg. consultantfromthestateDepartment of Education. DIvIsIon of GlftedITalented Education, who wi" speak on the Gifted!
Talented Programs In Maina for the benalit of peram.. educatons and Interested
comrnJnitylTl8l'*-,. Nov 18at 10amat
the School House Arts Center. Route
114. Sebago lJilca. F_ of charge.
Mandala Octet, award-winning jazz en1l8ftil1e. will calabrate the release of thei"
second CD, "La Spada dl San Galgano,"
at cafe no (20 Danforth St., Portland) Nov
22 & 23 at 9 pm. "La Spada dl San
Galgano' wae Inspired by Gal9ano
Guidotti, a 12th-century nobleman who
renounced lie wealth and knighthood to
lvea spiriluallilealfiming "the supremacy
of peace and faith over the destruction of
war." Contains ofIginal work by bassisV
composer John Leaman and by Mandala
trumpeter Tom Duprey. Tix $7 . For info.
cal 772-8114.
Outright Benefit Dance ParlyPortland's
Lesbian. Gay& Bisexual Vouth Group will
hold a party Nov 16 from 6:30-9:30 pm at
Zootz.31 Forest Ave. Chern-free. all ages
welcome. $4 cover (mora Hyou can. less
Hyou can't). Cal 772·1967 for more Info.
.--tagon Racftlltlng Program Attend a
~showingofavideodaslgned

to reY8aI what the IIrnmak. . vIaw as the
half-1Mm and ililllep-matlons of the
Paltagon'a racnJling program. Thevldeo
isintendedtobringthenasageof~

Into high schools. coIegaa and unlveraltIaa. AlthoUgh the video II ready to be
raIeaeed. thefllrnrNk.---StaWlBentIey,
Tom K.... and Sarruall. Bedar- wa!coma comnwdJl. Sea the film Nov 18 at
7 pm at cafe no. 20 Danforth St, PonIand.
Cell 772-8114 for men Info.
"IIoIwIng Parenting PI Dbl.,.. Craatad
byD'-oa"DIvoroeandchikhn's~

pilltAnlbella EIdrIdga and attorney Joanne
Fryer-wli give. talk Nov 19at 7:30 pm at
DIvorce MedIation ServIcaa, Royal RiIIer
Professional Building. 32 US Route 1.
Varmouth. ReservationS raqueated. Faa
$5. Cal 848-8868 for Info . •

Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's

Relevant Fiction
Competition
Casco &y Weekly is accepting original, unpublished
short stories on topicS relevant to modem life in the Casco
Bay region. A panel of three judges will choose the most
compelling, well-written stories for inclusion in Casco Bay
Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb. 20, 1992.
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of
everyday life here in the
Casco Bay region, and we
are looking for stories that
demand to be told; fiction
that is evocative and finely
tuned to the author's
intention. (Please do not
submit stories in the"genre"
traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, science fiction, the
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.)
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less will
be accepted until 5 p.m., Friday, Jan. 10. (Longer stories
will be disqualified.) The author's name, address and
phone number must appear only on the cover page of the
manuscript. Subsequent pages should be identified by
story titles and page numbers only. Do not submit
unfinished stories. Proofread your stories carefully.
Send your manuscript by Jan. 10 to:

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

2~
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DOWNTOWN PORTLAND- Quiet &responsible wm. to share 2 BR apt w/energy
conscious, recyding wm. Seml-private entrance.$3OOhno. utils.incl. nW81 nills.
Available immediately.
GORHAM HOME TO SHARE- Male or female, sexual preference doesn't matterchem free references requirlld. $275/mo.
.112 utilities or $325/mo. Call 879-8888,
7am-2pm, M.f.

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD
INNERtIGHT
Kripalu Yoga

ACCESS NATURAl. BEAUTY this season.
Guided Back-Country X-C Ski tours. Miles
of wide trailed foothills. Special weekend
package: $35Iperson- Dec. 14/Jan. l1.Two
ski tours (3 hours each); sweatlodge sauna;
indoor, heated cmlping; warm showers;
waffle breakfast Also, Guided Touring by
appointrnent20H25-8189.

Meditation·in·Mocion

AIe you confused and frustrated by relationships?
A successful relationship is a SKILL that CAN be LEARNED.
Our 4 session workshop will focus on:

Phoenix Rising Yega Therapy
Kim Chandler
10 Exchange ST
Ponland
874·2341

OVERWEIGHT? IF DIETS DON'T WORK,
what does? My unique combination of
simple, powerful changes and Guided Imagery Hypnotherapy does! Sessions starting soon, first one free! Call for details. Dr.
Katherine J. Moody, 828-4849.

• relationship strategies and options for the 1990's
• identifying your relationship needs (and blind spots)
thru personality profile testing
• understanding (& successfully dealing with) the
personality type that you are repeatedly attracted to
• identifying what is a "fatal attraction" for you
• learning safe sex and sexual options

SILVA MIND CONTROL BLS $425: Nov. 30,
Dec. 1, Dec 7 & 8. University of Southern
Maine, Library Room 327. Prepay tuition
$395. SILVA, P.O. Box 11232, Portland,
Maine 04104.

Four 1 1/2 hour evening sessions, $99. All workshops
conducted in small groups by award winning university
lecrurer, author, and therapist, Dr. Glenn R. Robinson.

Mens' Group

51 Ocean Ave., Portland
Call 773-5573 for registration and/or information

Opening in on-going
therapist-led

tT

Love your
job?

• Dunganut Ulke • em.... For New Age Studies
Alfred, ME
Thompson's Point
(207) 247~112
Portland, ME
(207)77_79

207-775-1849

It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a career. For more
information, call now.

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Tmraplst

Licensed Clinical Social IfI.brker
- Recovery Issues
-'Nomen's Issues
-Sexual Abuse
Treatment

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE &. CHRONIC PAIN

I'll

Usa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.
Individual & Group Thenpy
for Women Focusing on
• Food
• Body Image

l'""ioiimiNGiNo"iiGii?l1

1 S",;''';%;II, ;11
1 ..... ', move...

II"

Individual.
Couple,
Group,
Family
Psychotherapy

1i~~~!R.~~~1;
releasing stored memory through touch, movement,
dialogue, imagination and humor.

A

871-81 3 in Portland
363-8939 in York

775-7927

142 High st.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW

-:.

• Sexuality
232 st. John st.

.~

mens' group.

Barbara Haltnuln, C.P.T.

772-6411

(. ~)

Ann FoftCl' Tabbun, AOITA
~. 799-9258

Crystal Work. Inner Cblld Healing

-:.

. . / . ... '\'"

Gmll" "laxinx. hIll lint , ... ___ ~.....
.An Ixp,ritnn (If aup bllu:nu

POLARITY THERAPY

C~rtlflftl N~uroMuscular

shiatsu
acupressure

gentle integration of body, mind and spirit.

V. JENKINS , MAC
RS
.., . , .

CAROL.

Use Your Mind to Heal Your Pain
BIOFEEDBACK is Whole Body Learning

1

.. -------_ ...
1 Dr. I. Ron Dong • 771·26731
I free phone coR to Mummy with session I

H A R R A SEE K E T HEALTH

&

REHAB

WiU Taylor, MD - 174 South Freeport Rood - Fmport
865-1469

Expressive Therapy Center
MOVING OUR STORIES

Authentic Movement Groups forming

Caroline Lo_pe - Director ·150 SWat John Street· Tel. 871.82H

POLARITY
TIIERAPY TRAINING
!.cam to work w ith the He>.Iing Energy

of !.he Ufe Force.
160 hour weekend Certification Program
Begins Nov. 16-17.

Polarity Reatization Center

Scarborough 772-0066

Tuesday 9-11 a.m.
Call Rick Lynch

874-0681
for information
or appointment.

roommates
NORTH DEERING 10 ROOM insulated Colonial needs professional MIF 25+, 2 LR's,
family rm., pets negotiable, wId, Ig. yard, Ig.
roomsl closets, and other amenities. $255
+ 1/3 utilities. 878-2312.
CAPE ELIZABETH: 2 BR, open space, fe·
male & dog seek altemative·minded fe·
male. $300 • low utilities. Avail. Nov. 1st.
799-4551.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, N/S. Gor tolerant MIF roommate to share 14 room country house, desirable Portland suburb. Near
beaches, acreage, garage, utilities. Must
value privacy and be committed to keeping
the house clean and comfortable. Spacious
quarters, lots of storage. Available immed.
Security deposit and references. $3OO/mo.
799-9761.
ROOMMATE WANTED - SHARE 2 BR apt.
large kitchen & livingroom. 2nd/3rd floors,
North Deering area. MIF, NIS, WID. Call
m-8465 or leave a message 828-1532.
Avail. Imm. $200hno. + heat & utils.
Male professional seeking, mil studentl
professional to share large home in Gorham.
Home has 3 bedrooms12 baths and is 20
minutes from mall.$1 00Iwk, avail. immediately. Call839-4189.
Looking for neat, non-smoking professional
MlF roommate, to share 2 bedroom
townhouse. Parking WID for $350 heat
included. Call 874-2831.

PROFESSIONAL HIS MIF wanted to share
large home in Portland. Fullyfumished, offstreet parkilg, WID, bim, shop. $24Ohno.
m-7317.
AVAIL.IMMED.! Grad studentlYOIIIg pro/.
sought to share 8 rm. house with law stu·
dent and teacher. Fireplace, sun room, backyard. NearUSM. $290hno .• heat Cd 8717212.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NIS roommate
wanted to share Allen Ave. 2 BR apartment
with yard, deck, parking, WID. $300. 112
utilities. Call 797-0504. Please leave message.

FIM TO SHARE 2 BR DUPLEX; $260 +
utilities. Lots of storage! I smoke. No pets.
Parking. 856-1083 M·F 9am.fipm. 8544274 evenings and weekends. No "party
animals". Serious inquiries only.
HOUSEMATE TO SHARE SPACIOUS West
End/OId Port apt. w/excellent harbor view,
skis, bicycles, cat, running shoes, washer &
32 y/o male. $175.112 util. n4-4195.

"
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RATES

-
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"

O IIIuff few ••1.

$9

$6

Oaptalrant

oglll'1lge/y8rd . . . .

O~,..nt

o_nted

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

o aIIIce.,,..nt

Una ads: Monday at 6PM

1,

oroommat-

up to 30 words

DEADLINES

I,

o dlltlng .....nc-

1 week

each additional word .25e
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit
"

CATEGORIES
...ul

o~&

acld'i
w..ka

Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-6601 for display rates.

o atudioal,..nt
o_V,..nt

owhMla

o,.... .n.te
o.uctione
o child caN

othMt...rIII

o Mip_nted

o.nl.,.. ..

oJoba-nted
o buaI_ ..Na.

oJ.aming

o publlcatione
o Ioat & found (free)

ol.notlcn
o buai_ opportunlli_ o bulletin bollrd

~~.-------------------

Total words: _ _ _ _ _ __

1st week: _ _ _ _ _ __
___ aden weeks 81:_-'-_ _ _ __

Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TotaJ: _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207-nS~1 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRINT
CIB8eified ode must be paid for in advarce wnh C88h.
peI9OnOI check, money Otdef, III8a or Ma8\OfCIll'd. l.oet
& Found ~ams Isled free . Claesified ads are
non·refundable. caw shall nol be lable for 8l1'J
lypographical error.. omieeione, or changes n !he

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ad which 0> not affec1 lhe val.... or conlen1, or
8Ubs1antiall')' change !he rnearing of lhe ad. Cled~ wil
be ieeued when 8 viable error h88 been de1ermined
within one week of publi~tion. Tear sheels available
for $2I00py.

FAX IT IN: 207-nS-161S Visa or Mastercard

0 Visa 0 Mastercard

MAlUWAlK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101

Credit Card #: - - -- - - - - - Exp.date:....·- - - - - -

4877.

casco Bay and city

SEEKING NlS, MIF, 25+, to live with 2
others and 2 dogs. Great house in Willard
Beach area, South Portland. Large bedroom, walk-in doset, WID, fireplace. $300/
mo. plus 112 uti~ties, sec. dep. Ava~able 121
1. Can 767-&34 or (914)255-2766.
CAPE EUZABETH - MIF non-smoker to
share sunny contemporary house next to
beacll. Large bedroom, skytights, WID,
cable, large yard, many extras, sorry no
pets. $375.00 includes all. 799-6117.
PRIVATE BEACH 2blocks from spacious 3bedroom, hardwood floors, fireplace, WID,
NlS, MIF professional. $3OOhno. + 1/3uti~
ties. Lovetts Field, So. Portland. 772-5000.
WINDHAM ROOMMATE WANTED- Large
lakefront home on Big Sebago. Very quiel
neighborhood. $3OO/mo. Call 892-n18.
SEEKING FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
large, sunny 2 BR in West End with Fartist
and her small menagerie. Only S200/mo. +
utiliti~s.N/s, please. Hardwood floors, great
location. 773·8368.
WALK TO USM. Responsible female NlS
wanted to share large sunny 4-bedroom
apartment Balconies, WID, oil heat Must
tike cats. $250/mo .• 1/3 utilities. Call (207)
n3-7701.

SOUTH PORTLAND TOWNHOUSE CONDOShare with NIS, professional female. Pets
are fine. WID, parking, cable, nice view off
patio. $350 includes at Call n3-5781.
OCEAN FRONT HOUSE, Soutli PortlandHardwoodftoors, washer, greatfrontporch,
incredible views. Looking for NIS roommaIB who wants afriendly, laid-back home.
$241 + 1/3 util. 767-3350.

ROOMMATEWANTED- Three seek afourth
forlarge apartment. We're responsible, nonconformists looking for somebody with a
similar sense of humor: warped. $155/mo.
• 1/4 utilities. n2-8529.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED for 2 bedroom two story apartment $285lmo. + 112
utilities. Call 87 H1072.

aplS/rent

OSTEOPATHIC AREA - Female to share
beautiful VICtOrian home in quiet neighborhood with 2 women. Fireplaces, hardwood
floors, large yard, patio and more. NlS. Pets
negotiable.S2751mo. plus l/3ulilities. 772·
8821.
SEEKING MATURE PROGRESSIVE WOMAN
to share large West End apartment with two
30+ women, 1 straight, 1 gay. Large bedroom plus studio. $250 •• We work fulltime plus do school, quiet place. WID, back
yard, no pets. Avail. now. n5.0626.
PROF., M1F, NIS TO SHARE large 3 bedroom house in So. Ptld. Yard, parking, WID.
$2SOImo• • 1/3 utilities. 799-7281 after
5:00 pm. Sec. dep•• refs.
4th PERSON, NIS, lATE 20s to mid 3Os, to
share Woodford's area apt. Great place,
good people. $155. sec. dep. and 114 utils.
Available immediately. Call 871-7028.
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO SHARE 4 BR

:!%":.m::~35 ~::.~.~~
:~:
to
floorallyours.

minulls Portland. 787-

~.

PEAKS ISLAND- House to share, spacious,
modem, WID, 5 min. walk to ferry, cheap
utils. Looking for responsible HIS MIF. $300
• utils. Year round, available immediately.
Call 766-4441, leave message.
mate wanted to share beautiful new home
with GM. 3 acres private setting, fireplace,
WID, heated. Prefer under 35. 15 minutes
to Portland. $325hno. 892-1056.
FREE RENT in exchange for property managementamd maintenance. Musthavesome
construction! remode6ng experience. Spacious fiving room wlhardwood floors 1
bedroom, kitchen &bath. Intownlocatkm
4 unit bu~ding. 883-4997.
'

ocomput.,.
o muaicllnatrumenta

Spectacular Views

GM LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE- North
Deering, furnished Jjvingroom, WID in building. I travel a lot, so you must be responsible.$35OImo.includes all. 797-6281, leave
message.

NIS, RESPONSIBLE, MATURE MIF roomYour claasltled ad: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MAN HITTING 60 needs woman around the
house in country. Car helpful. Rent negotiable. share utiNties. Call Bradsteino- 781-

MALE OR FEMALE HIS ROOMATE 25.,
clean, quiet and responsible for a large 3bedroornapartment In Westgaae area. $2201
mo.• l/3uti6ties. Cal Craig at761-4464 or
8N-911 ...
2 WIMMIN LOOKING FOR a 3rd to share
apt. HIS, chem-free lesbian. $240 • dep.
Available Dec. 1st. Ask for Pam or Anita.

n3-5385.
PM HIS TO SHARE HOUSE in Scarborough.
Nice neighborhood wilhyard, nearbeadles.
Garage,3 BR. $3OOhno. indudes all. Avaiable immediately. 88H967.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH- Two sunny 1 bedroom apartments, renovated, new kitchen,
bay windows. DIW, WIW carpeting,
sundeck, 4 minute walk to beach. 110 Fern
Park. 5375 & 5390 respectivety. n3-5573.
MUNJOY HILL- 2 BA, third floor remodeled, clean, good views, gas heat, sunny,
porch, $440/mo . • utilities, deposit Call
Oliver, n2-4739, leave message.
TOPSHAM- ATIRACTIVE 2 BR, 1112 bath
condominium w.1arge attic forslorage. Close
to schools, shopping, and 1-95. $525/mo .•
sec. dep. Call 846-5517.
MAINE MEDICAL CENTER - Large one bedroom apts. Heat, hot water, parking. OnoSite
laundry. $350-S400/mo. Cal 871-0021.
MORRILL'S CORNER: 2 BR modern
townhouse, quiet country setting, wfw carpeting, dishwasher, WID, garbage disposal
parking, pets(?), extras. $625 • utilities:
sec. dep., lease. Avail. Jan. 1st 797-()860.
DEERING OAKS AREA - Very pleasant 2-3
bedroom apartment In quiet 2family house.
Off-iitreet parking, hoi water and heat included. $6501mo. Call Mike m-3392.
WESTBROOK -Sunny, quiet studio. Private
parking spot, backyard, dead end rOoad, on
bus line, appliances, no dogs. IllIiJdes all
utilities. S425hno. 856~138.
East-End, 2 bedroom, 1st floor apartment
Pets O.k. with deposi~ $4oo/uti~ties. Parking available at $15 per month. Available
immediately. Call 761-4083 after 4:30 pm
weekdays.
FREE RENT in exchange for property managementand maintenance. Musthave some
construction! remodeling experience. Spa-

~:,u~:e~~~~~~==ti~~d4

unit building. 883-4997.

of
Prom decks of spacious
contemporary apts,
ParkJ11g • Security • laundry
Two BR Townhouses $585+ utils.
Other apts. from $475

On Fleetwood, Henderson,
Mansion and Norris.

Free Cabie and
utillty hook up.
York Cumberland Housing
~
839-8272

BOW WINDOW

24 hour

G:r
-

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS

n..

PARK STREET - 3 floor townhouse 2/3
bedroom, 2bath, spacious, SIIlny, all ~od
em appl. incl. WID, parkilg space. $IlOO/
mo.• utilities. Cal m~114 .
WEST END - brick carriage house, first
floor, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, quiet neighborhood, modem appI., parking 2 cars. $7501
mo. • utilities. n2-G114.

$13,995
70',3 BR Furnished, plus

and

SKYLIGHT TOO!
New Double Wide

$24,995

LUV HOMES
Rt 26, Oxford, Maine
Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5

539-4759

$600 to $625
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat included
WIW carpeHng, appliances
Laundry room facilities
Patio and walk-In storage
Close to marina and beacb
A mple parking
No pets, one year lease

Modern two bedroom
apartments
In a quiet village setting

799-3475

sbldlos/rent
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All in·
clusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high energyenvironment. Darkrooms to suites with
views. $125 to S175/mo. 799-4759 or 7997890.
STUDI0-317CUMBERLANDAVENUE-Join
other artists! craft people in building. Just
one left at 1200 sq.ft. Lights included, parking available. No lease required. Call n2·
6527

real estate
CONDO- SOUTH PORTLAND- 1 BR, quiet
cul-de-sac, ground floor, lots of closets pace,
parking. Asking $46,000. Please call 6253529.

RECESSION
PROOF
YOUR HOME!

****

$156 for 180 months
$14,995
14' wide, 3 BR,
$1,499 down, APR 11 %
80 t 4 BR. 2 Bath with
jacuzzi, fireplace,
dishwasher, etc.
$24,995
Double-wide,
3 BR, 2 Bath

5,555
READERS
FORS1
Your 30 word ad
will reach 50,000
of Port/and's most
active consumers
foron/y $9
with1f@I:M c/assifieds

1lllmo!,)

CALL 775·6601

South Portland, ME

and hav~our Visa or
Maste ard ready!

child care

PART·TIME NANNY NEEDED in my Portland home for 5 month old girt. Tuesdays RECEPTIONISTI SECRETARY- Light typand Thursdays, 1 - 9:30 pm; Wednesdays ing, filing & phones. Full·time, benefits.
9am 106 pm. Salary negotiable. 828-1706. Good advancemen1opportunity.I-800-8322626.
BOSTON· PERSONALIZED NANNY
AGENCY· Positions available for qualified WAREHOUSE lABORER- Some lilting reo
individuals. Great salary plus benefits. Nan- quired. Several openings available. Benefits, good advancement opportunity. 1·
nies NOOk, 1-800-543-4397.
800-832-2626.

help wanted

CONSTRUCTION-New project relocate. Several openings. 1-800-882-2967.

S40,000Iyr! READ BOOKS and TV scri;lts.
Fill out simple "likeldon't like" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording . 801-379-2925. Copyright
IMEI14EB.
. DO YOU LOVE TO CLEAN? Housekeeper
wanted a few hours each weekday- Mornings. Are you dependable, cheertul and
energetic? If so, please call n2-1006.

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED$35.00 & up per hour. Tax free. Both skilled
& unskilled. For information call 615-n9·
5505, ext. K-1813.
TELEMARKETERS needed to
assist with fundralslng appeal for
local arts group. Evenings, late
Nov. - early Dec. Aat fee per paid
contribution. Experience j,J great,
but perhaps you're a natural.
Call 773-2562 for an interview.

SERIOUS GROWTH POTENTIAL
Experienced Telemarketer needed to pioneer new accounts
for Maine's #1 weekly newspaper. Must be an awessive
self-starter with sales ability. Potential to become lead 1M in
expanding department. Base plus commission.
Send resume and cover letter to:

llffi(.j:f\'j

liM44 ~ M
______ , ..

551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Telema~keter
.

CIsco &y Wukly lS.n EIfIIJ'l Opportwnlty Employ.,.

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUnVE
Oisco Bay Wukly has an opportunity for an energetic account
executive to join our sales team.
We are looking for an experienced. dynamic and highly motivated
sales representative to pioneer and maintain new accounts as well as
service existing ones. You must be organized. aeative and poasess
excellent interpersonal s1dIls. You wID work as an integral part 01 the
sales team while aggressively developing and Independently managing
your own territory. Famillarity with the Greater Portland market will be
a plus.
This poeltion pays a base salary plus conunIssIon. An IUJlbitious
salesperson will earn S18K-S24K plus health coverage and benefilll.
If you are enthusiastic about adVel'tising sales send a resume and
cover Jettei' outlining why you'd UIce to work for Orsco Bay w.dly to:

IfMI:fitII

11!il44 0!')

SSlA Congress St., PortI ....d, ME 04101

:"~~:::;,vertlsln51 Wes MilnAger

Homes from Champion,
Holly Park and Redman.

989-7644

****

LUVHOMES
Rt 1A, Holden, Maine
Daily 9-6, Sun 10-5

'

SEEKING FlAWLESS, SOUNDLESS tenant
for new, cheap efficiency. $300 gets you
smokefree, intown pad with all utilities and
patting rights on our hound.
.w34.

ABSOLUTE
BEST PRICES

Sell Your
House
in
Casco Bay
Weekly

jobs wanted
BARTENDER- Maine certified. Available for
weddings or private parties. Price negotiable. ·You provide the spirits, and I'R
provide the service·. Can Chartene, n43036.
LPNAVAllABLE for private duty nursing or
companionship position. Low ralls. Excellent references. Call 87H1514.

business services
COlLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail-

able to do odd jobs and moving. Very handy

OUR READERS
ARE ON THE
MOVE

Charge your classified ads by phone

and can fix most anything. Experienced
mover who will move you for less. 42159 anytime.

n

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM
Recycles and find out more. Casco Bay
Weekly is using our service and we can
work for you, personally or professionally.
Call Today!!! Recycling HoHine 780-4998.

Todayyou need aPERFECT RESUME. Laser
resumes (Macintosh) for as little as S18.00
Computer resume fax service, laser envelopes, and same-day service available. Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972.
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL HOUSECLEANING- Free estimates, excellent references, flexible hours. Weekly, bi-weekly,
special occasions. Experienced & Efficient
Call 878-5127.
SNOW PLOWlNG- Yarmouth, Cumberland,
Falmouth. Nea~ dependable, insurlld. Call
for free estimaIB, 846-9064.
DOES YOUR CHILD NEED extra help with
school? Elemenliry school teacher to private tutor children Kindergarten- Grade 5:
Math, Reading, Language, Spelling, Writing. Can Nancy @ 799-6979.
INTERIOR PAINTING: Free estimalls, fast
service, low cost, color and Ughting consultations, both standard and environmentally
friendly paints available. Ben n2-7579.

'-

-'

- - --, - - --

-

------

0Isc0 &y W«kIy
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learning

business services
CHARLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

People
to
a
dating service-untll they
learned about the
NEW WAY TO

MEET IN THE 908.
w......y i _ _ DIU sp.c;al
"".;';"8 ", knD"" yo ...

883-1066
Portland

783-1500
Lewiston

A"'i"' .....' BooIbbay Harbor

Cmnpatiblcs

WOMEN'SARTWORKSHOPS- Ongoing, 6week courses with artists Jane Wray and
Elaine TseHkis, Fun atmosphere. Classes
meet weekly for 2 hours. Call 775-2442 for
ftexible ~/ evening times. Developing In·
ner Imagery Th rough Watercolor (Mondays)- Inmrmediate to adVanced. Explore
memory paintings, dream images and expressionism. $75. Paint Your Heart Out
(Tuesdays; Thursdays) Beginner to advanced. Creative watercolor. S65 course!
$14 2-hour session. Form a!ld IrrJilllery In
Color (Wednesdays)-AnyskHIlevel. Watercolor, gouache, pastel and ink. $75.
Handcolored Photography Workshop (Saturday, December7)-12:30-3:3O pm.lntroductory level.$40 indudes coloring materials. Sludents provide black and wh~e photographs.

LEARN A lANGUAGE IN YOUR CAR- The
Pimsleur Tapes: Fast, effective, must be
heard to be believed! Call Bonnie at MAYBE
SOMEDAY••. IT3-3275 between 1&S. Great
holiday gifts!

THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE- A unique
means for addressing problems of health,
posture, performance. Maria Jackson
Parker, certified teacher. 729-{)839.

Is Your Child
Bored or Ignored?
Hill School may be the answer
yoo've been looking for.
Our home school environment will nurture and
challenge your child, kinde!garten through Grede 5.
J
Certified, professional teacher/state accredited.
Nowervolling ages 4-6.
00
L--=-.::::..:....:...::::.....::~---' Please call or write.

H ·'I
Sc h

I

62 Monument St,. Portland, ME 04101 .879-1921

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAlTS

stun for sale

publications

. .. and other 1~8 support aefVlcea

MACINTOSH SYSTEM FOR SALE! Accelerated 5E, 16MHz, FPU, 4M RAM, keyboard,
mouse, full page display, original manuals,
packaging, 105M Quantum HD.$1,59S.00,
printer negotiable. call Todd, days 8832232, nights 934-1745.

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them...
You need me in your life

NEW GYM EQUIPMENT. DP Rowing machine - never been used $200. DP exercise
bike - 41 miles $75. Student size fridge.
New! $125. n3-nOl. Make an offer!

GOLD MINING IN MAINE- Great holiday
gittlor all who love the outdoors. Popular
book tells where and how to find your own
Maine gold. Exciting history, adventures,
mysteries, amusing characters. Best gold
locations. 180 pages of easy reading .
510.00. We ship by return mail. For more
details write: John Wade- Publisher, Box
303, Phillips, ME 04966, ortelephone 6392501.

Katherine Clark

AIRLINE TICKET- Boston to Seattfe, round
trip, NO\!. 23-30. Male or female. $350
value, asking $275 or B.O. 828-0733. Leave
message.

501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland n5-6301

NASTY~NEAT

COM PU LBIVE I CLEAN ING

772-8784
residential

commercial

l,!;;;:=========~
'-, ......,. Philippe LeFevre
-{1uaUty-

Plaster Repair
Taping
Painting
1nImor&._

Woodwork
Restoration
'References
General
Contractors
Welcome

Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Vea ...

•

AMERICAN

STEEL AND AWMINt:M CORP.
E. ConyDlYWoll

115 Wallace Ave, So. Portland, ME 04106

A HANDYMANS WAREHOUSE
for
DO-IT YOURSELFERS

We have all you need for your
Metal Fabrication Projects,
Both Large & Small.

YOUR
ONE-STOP-METAl-SHOP

772-4641

business opps

..
'j

I. ,

ATTENTION: Undercover wear lingerie holiday parties are fun. Double hosteSs credits.
To book or sell call today for details. 3242564.
BUY YOUR OWN PART-TIME JOB. Earn
$1801wk. for 10 hIS. work. I'll show yoq
how to increase to S2501wk. or more. In~
vestment of $19,000 (negotiable). SIeve

856-0689.

dadng services

f,

t,

U.S. Asian Connection- For flee photo .rochure and detiils of beaulful, faithful, marriage-minded ladies from OYBrseaI, }¥rite:
P.O,Box 60283, t. Vegas, NV, 89100, or
cal 702-451-3070, leave maRing address.

, !

Charge your claulfied ads
by phone

HAYWOOD WAKEFIELD KING SIZE BEDMattress, box spring; triple dresser, chest
on ches~ rock maple, $600 or B.O. Black
naugahide sofa and swivel rocker, $300 or
B.O. CalI6-9pm 829-4653.

animals
WHERE DOES YOUR PET HIDE ON
GROOMING DAY? Paw Print Images can
change that answer by grooming in the
comfort of your own home. Call 767-4024.

bulletin board
ADOP1lON: FAMILY OF 3 wishes to be·
come family of 4. If you can help us adopt
ababy, please caR Tilly & John collect 802235-2312.

HANDWOVEN EGYPTIAN RUG-loo% wool,
8x 11 ft. Excellent condition. Color: Natural
with rose and grey geometric border. $800
or best offer. call 774-6918.

FINALLY! A 1st CLASS SINGLES MAGAZINE- Sinole GenUemen, atull color magazine lor women, will hit the newsstands
across America in November and is now
available via subscriptions. We are creating Bachelor Profiles for Issue 2, to be
released in February. MEN! Contact us
today to be featured at no cost WOMEN!
Order your subscription now, 1 yr., 6 issues, only $19.95. (919)659-1100, or write
to 4781 Commercial Plaza Dr., WinstonSalem, NC 27104.

. ,:

;

:.

'.;
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on /btl w...1IIm Prom
Professional Instruction
AU Styles • AU A&es
Special attention to beginners

773-3444

wheels

EUROPE- ONLY $160! Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet to Europe for$I60. CARIBBEAN- Only $189! Round-trip air to somewhere warm & sumy. AlRHITCH(r) 212-

864-2000.

1988 VW FOX GL. Navy blue, 4-iloor, low
mileage. Excellent conditiOI', $3600 or B.O.
727-5633: Leave message.

'84 AUD! 5OOOS- Loaded, perfect body,

new tires, exhaust, shocks. 13OK, $1600 or

ADOPTION: Our baby awaits nature walks,
baking COOkies, Grandparents hugs and a
lifetime of love. Consider adoption. AIQn
and Jeanne, call collect 802-235-2312. (In
accordance with TiUt 22, Chapter 1153.)

B.O. Jeff, n4-176g.
\tOLIJI)242DL, 1977.4sdp.,WfOO,slllreo
CISSBiIIe, sunroof, exceUently maintained.
$1500. ITa-2181.

72.'!IN BUG needs work. Selling for parts or
to 1ft up. Asking $750. 874-6997.
CHEAP!
FBIfU.S. SEIZED
'89
Mprcedes ...S200; '86 VW ... $SO; '87
Mercedes ... Sl00; '65 Mustang ... $SO.
Choose Irom thousands starting at 525.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. Copyright IMEl14JC.
1985 CAMARO, Hops, AC, auto, Iroc suspension,Z-28wheels, '5D'seriestires, AmI
Fm. 52500 or Bo-trades? 871-1368.
MERCURY MARQUIS, 19B4,automatic, new
engine, power everything, reliable transportation. $1800 or best offer. Call n22563, leave message.
BRONCO 114x4-'88, Lowmiieage,sunroof,
rustproofing, 5 speed STDIOO. 1 yr. left on
warranty. $75!lO. 797-9068.

theatre arts
PLAYWRlGHTlNG WORKSHOP
- All LevelsLed by Tracy Pucillo, Author of
'This Palnt1ng's Not For Sale»

883-8556
Flexible Scbeduli1llJ Available

wheels

Checkmaze!
This week's puzzle is chess with a twist. Well, actually a
half-twist - we're playing on a Mobius strip.
White to move and mate in two, You can enter your
solution below.
White

x

4x
4 weeks

dollars

The Best
Wheels Deal
Around!
Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds.
775-6601

women'" men
BE THE BIG WINNER OF THE 'Recipes for
Romance Contesr! How to enter: Describe
yourself in tarms of food. Grand Prize:
Sauna and soak with DWF, 35, cheese enchilada and mole sauce. CBW Box 844.
w5828
ARE YOU HONEST AND UNCOMMITIED?
Doyou have sense of humor, of adventure?
Are you a SIOWM, 35-45? I'm a DWF, 41,
5'5'. I love to talk, dance, take trips and
C&W Music. 50? call or write. CBW Box
843. '5829
DO YOU READ PERSONAL ADS just for
kicks? Me, too. But I'm starting to wonder.
SWF, attractive, 27, seekingsomeone"normal'. No drug! alcohol problems. I love
good conversation, spontaneity, romance,
music and a sincere caring man who can
also have tun, And you? Write caw Box
838. tt5834
INDOOR! OUTDOOR SWF, 42, blue eyd,
trim blonde, tired of picking lint from
bellybutton. Looking for alert and live man
with sense of humor. Smoker, social drinker
ok. tt5852

Black

1.

BRIGHT, ATIRACTIVE, PROGRESSIVE
woman, 32 seeks tW M for mulual aggravation. Looking for good-humored, seasoned, irreveren~ expressive, skeptical
friend who values loyalty, toler~ and
independent thought Ela:essive devotion
to health and fitness not required. Antl-flew
age types eJICouraged to reply. Please write
CBW Box 856.

2,

SNOWBLOWER FOR SALE: 824 Arens
snowblower- immaculate condition. $800
or best oller. Contact Dick Corey at 8463820.

music

REAL PUZZLE~,··"

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

I'M CREAliVELY INTELUGENT, F, politically lel~ 0, environmentally conscious,
Portlander, artistic, 43, prolessional, iIld
taU! I ne expressirrg those realities by being alriend, gardening, canoeing, exploring
near and far (south), dancing, singing and
more. '0 world, I cannot hold thee close
enough ...• CBW Box 858.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner
receives two free passes to
The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive
their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at
random, Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is

allowed per person per
week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Tuesday, Nov. 19, The
solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
Nov, 27 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #97

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle #95
(Bar exam)
3
19
9
12

Galliano
Captain Morgan
Windsor Canadian
Cella

18 Johnnie Walker
17 Rebel Yell
7 Dewar's
20 Bombay
15 Martell
11 Yago Sant'gria
The cognacs on the top shelf
account for most of the
errors_ Then again, lots of
people mistake old Carlo
Rossi (<'I'd rather_drink it!")
for Aldo Cella.
(Don

COME TO LONG ISlAND, N.Y.- Seeking
relocatal!le, attractive female for this handsome DWM, 6', successful, who's romantic, sinalre and passionall for relationship,
Send letter, photo and phone to: P.O. Box
584, (Jd Bethpage, N.Y., 11804. tr5753

WM- TEMPORARILY MARRIED- 36, 6'8',
fit, healthy, nice, lonely, seeks WF, 25-38,
attraclive, trim, healthy, open miKIed, loving, for mutually fulfiling, caring relationship. Should enjoy fine cining, good music;
sensual touch, hot lulll, good conversa·
tion, humor, passion & intimacy. tr5827

LOOKINGFORSWF,3O-«I,Attractive,stim,
good legs, for friendship. Do, dancing, having a good time. I am 5'6", brown hair, blue
eyes, good job. Call or write, we can have
dinner and meet Youmightlike me.• 5832
SPECIAL, SEXY, SLIM, Intelligent SlDWF
wanted by caring, sensitive, thoughtful, romantic, fit, attractive 30 y.o. DWM. He enjoys quiet evenings, restaurants, movies,
sports, music and is looking lor thatspecial
spark in his lile. You are adventurous, passionate, Sjlontaneous, and just aphone call
away . ..s833
SWM, 27, PROFESSIONAl. 5'10",115, NI
S, physically fit, easy on the eyes. New kid
in town. Enjoy beach, sports, dancing, dining out, concerts, movies. Want to spend
time with cute, intelligent, funny,
unconmplicated lady, 18-33. First datewhere do we go? Waiting for your letter.
CBWBoxB47.
HONEST, SINCERE tW SWM, 25, seeIa; NI
SSF, 20-28, foraspeciaJfriendship. lenjoy
sports, music, movies, concerts, Thoreau,
dininO out and quiet evenings at home.
Photo appreciated, but not necessary. All
replies answered and photos retumed. CBW
Box 848. -5835
DWM, 37, AT HOME indoors or outdoors,
likes to cook and cuddle, would like to meet
fit SlDWF, 25-37, HIS, NlD who is easy
going & has a sense of humor, for good
times, conversation and romance. • 5838

Responding to a
CBW Box #1
~c!:i'Woe~

Portl&nd,~o&lo\

CBWBaXXX

4 Old Grand-Dad
1 Remy Martin
2 I. W. Harper
5 Jack Daniel's
16 Beefeater
10 St. Pauli Girl
6 Carlo Rossi
8 Courvoisier
13 Mr. Boston
14 BlueNun
This week, Windham's Bill
Petty and a friend will dine
at Alberta's. Portland's
Clara Howard and a friend
will take in a movie at The
Movies at Exchange Street.

o Do It
L Ike

This'.

DWM, 32, PROFESSIONAL, FIT, financially
secure, part-time paren~ gentleman who
enjoys the outdoors, cullural indoor events,
wine, music and quiet dinners. If you enjoy
active days, travel, dressing up and dressingdown, arestim, attractive, independan~
ftexible, warm at heart and 28-35, then we
should meet caw Box 850. tr5837
NEWS FLASH: SWM, profeSSional, 30,
seeks MIning mateforl992ticket Soun:es
close to candidate describe him as handsome, intelligent, and physically active; 6'1'
and 180 1111.; with blonde hair and blue
eyes. Platform includes honesty, sense of
advenlure. Wdl toss hat into the ring for an
attractive SWF, 24-34, who doesn't speak
in sound bites. Send campaign contributions (with photo, if possible) to: P.O. Box
11053, Portland, ME 04104. tr5839

caw

PERSONAL

SWM, 22, ATIRACTlVE, shy, semi-athletic,
willy, warm, recent college graduate who
~kes cooking, old movies, music, and art,
seeIa; a young attractive female of similar
interests to share the best of PorUand'a
culture and nighUife, laughter, honesty, affection, friendship and possibly romance.
CBW Box 851. 11"5840

NU-HOWN: Advanced eccentric (38157'/
135), eaecticaeslhetic; dangerously eVOlved,
seeIa; mystery companion. Reply any media:
CBW Box 854. tt5851

SWM, 34, 5'9', enjoys outdoor activities,
country living, comedy, dining in! out, movies, variety of other interests, open to suggestions, looking lor SlDWF, 20-35, honest,
down-to-earth, weight proportionate to
height. Share friendship, varied interests,
possible relationship. Lers meet lor coffee.
CBW Box 852. ,.5846

B.S.U.R.S.U.C.S.l.M.l.M! SM,late 2Os, seeking a romantic woman to discover whether or
not compatibility exists lor the start of meaningful relationship, based on honesty and
Sincerity! Please... smokers, drinkers and
druggies need not apply! (Clue: Irs asong by
James Taylor.) .. 5850

40& MALE SEEKS FIT WOMA.~ who enjoys
receiving hot oil, full body rubs. Relax. ReHew the stress. CBW Box 855. tr5861

"

person of the week
HDIOSTMBFV (Harley-Driven Interplllctlc Space TrevelIng M_hlstlc Bisexual Female VampIre) recenttr
po.....ed ~ Madonna, d . .perataly needIng exorcism,
- ' I s . .me. Interests Include South Westem art, Ja_
Brown, John Paul Gaultier, Tha Electrtc Co., Oenetlcs,
and che"'V' ftavored ""Iou. Blond. . need not apply!

'S8114

rmot_

Each - . tI"e _
""" IBa tt. _
or
c.co Bay w-., pononai 10 cI1ooe!t!.
caw. "P1rICI1 d tt. WI11IiIt' and 1 1 _ two .... .-1Id<8Ia, Wi'" i.iI d _ Mal CI-ionwo.

AVAILABLE! THAT SUPPOSEDLY RARE
male, 39, with warmth, wi~ intelligence,
honesty, sensuality and easy approachability. Intrigued by art, nalure, and a woman's
eyes and smile. Love movies, theater, hiking, litarature, dining, travelling and spontaneity. You're an attractive, trim, SWF, 25-40
with charm, independence and lightness.
CBW Box 853...5848
GOBBLE, GOBBLE! Tom Turtcey looking lor
hen. This aged turkey is plump, barnyard
wise, still tender and ready to baste. All
lurkeys write P.O. Box 2647, South PortQnd,04116-2647.~

VERTICAL RHYTHM: YOU BET, and dinner
or amovie, 100. Interested? Me, too. I am a
DWM with a 17 year old son. I smoke and
you can, too. Ouiet walks on the beach or
candlelight dinners are my intinerary...
Please call tt5857
FEED ME- I'M YOURS! SWM, 22, seeking
woman who really cooks. Lers plan I 5
course evening, including dessert. You bring
whipped cream, I'M provide the cherry on
top. tr5855
NICE GUY, Professional DWM,6', blue eyes,
fit Love kids but have none. New to Portland. Looking for friendship and? Are you
NfS WF, »45 who loves to Qugh, is attractive, self-Olnfident, educated, romantic, and
comfortable in denim or silk? trS853

BLONDE3O'something', Wild/Crazy SWPM
seeking equally adventurous sulby rich vixen
to be wined, dined and 'something" nined.
Age unimportant; style, grace, leather and
lace are. Willing to be the object of your
desires and fantasies. Try me, you won't
regret it. ..5849
THE WINSOME BRUNmE in black getting
her oil changed a\Texaco, 1114191: mine was
done belore I could think 01 something intelligent to say. Another chance? .,5859
SWM, 32, ATTRACTIVE,5'11·, 160, Looking
for an attractive, down-to-earth, honest, selfsufficient woman for friendship and possible
long-term relationship, Enjoy time at home
and also time out. Kids are fine. Your letter
gets mine. P.O. Box466,Scarborough,04074-

0466. tr5863

I

-.,oncI tID III1Y 1>--'''' .., <>ding
~2I041

calla .....,$1 .411 ..........

(Calls cost 1,49/mn)

men'" men
MAN SEEKS FIT, SANE MEN to trade
massage regularly. Healthy, in good shape,
sane, hones~ strong hands- IooIcing for
same, muscular or athletic a plus. Daytimes bes~ Yarmouth- Portland. Non·
sexual, relieve stress, soothe, relax. Experience nice, but not necessary. Box 1573,
Portland, ME 04101 ...5826

MAN, EYES OF BLUE, 30, IN-SHAPE, professional, spiritual, goofy, compassionate, earthy, NlS, NIO (well, champagne on
occassion), vegetarian, new to area, seeks
similar or complimentary companion(s)
lor lunch, dinner, theatre, films, laughter,
deep talks, yoga, hiking, bowling(?) and
suggestions.•5831
GWM, 30 something, tall, bedroom eyes.
Looking to lind my own Rhett BuUer.
Winter is approaching, Tara gets cold and
so do I. Varied interests, sincere, attractive. Sense of humor a must. Write: Box
Holder, P.O. Box StOl , Falmouth, ME
04105.
YOUNG BiWM, 22, SEEKS SAME, 18-26,
for friendship and companionship and
who knows what I'm honest, BlSYlIoing.
Let's talk. I'm waiting to hear from you. All
answered. Send picture & number if possible. Be discreet CBW Box 849. tr5836

others
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, BOB! Irs been 1
year since you answered the ad I placed
here, Thank you! Love, Mark.
CUTE AND CREATIVE COUPLEconceptuali zing a concQrdan~ conlident & considerate connection wI contemporary
companionate couple. Concoct clever
conundrum! -5856
HDIGSTMBFV (Halley-Driven Intergalactic Space Traveling Masochistic Bisexual
Female Vampire) recently possessed by
Madonna, desperately needing exorcism,
seeks same. Interests include South Westem art, James Brown, John Paul Gaultier,
The Electric Co., Genetics, and cherry
tlivored lip gloss. Blondes need not apply! e5854

women ~ women

companions

MY BODY REQUIRES ALICENSE! Attractive,
5'8', BiF wants similar, but aggressive, playmall for hot fun 'n games in my sleamroom.
Make me sweat! CBW Box 857. tr5862

TWODANCINGfEET,fEMALE,30s,seeking two more dancing fee~ positive, able·
bodied male, 35+, toleam Banroom dancing. Some things you just can't do alone.
tr5B58

Respond to any personal ad by calling
900-370-2041. Calls cost $1.49 a minute.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)
How to respond to a personal ad

Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, tIl<IS IYCDIt/y ptAblis/wI by HArper

tmdRuw.J

men'" women

SWM,38, WANTS TO MEET tW woman to
go out with. I enjoy movies, concerts,
beaches, board gam., videos, sports and
theater. e5830

Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any lauch-tone phone.
When Personal CallQ!) answers, lollow the instructions and
enter Ihe four-digit,. number ollhe ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enleranolher" numberor
browselhrough other messages. (Callscosll .49 aminute.)
To respond to an adwithouta. number, write to Ihe P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left
hand corner of yoor envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A CongreSl St in downllOWn Portfand.
Cal 775-060 1 to find oot more,
Each Casco Bay Weeldy personaJ adcomea with free use
of a Personal CaI,* - number. When yoo place yoor ad,
y001 be yoo'l be given a - number and an easy-b-foIow
in.truction aheet If. important that you cd and leave your
peraoneI greeting beIorethe paper come. OUI on ThLnday
- that wt!lf yoo won't min any of your responS81.
When _dill! your ~second greeting, relax and be
creative. Deeaibe yourself - but don't Ieaw yoor full
name, Blephone number or addrea •. We suggest thatyoo
leave your first name, and ask the people responding 10
leave their I8Iephone numbers and best limes to cal.

You can change your., message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:
o women or men

Personal ads 0145 words or lewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25e each. All personal ads must be
placed lor a minimum 01 two .weeks. (Ads 01 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal CallI)" number is free. Use 01 a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxwloa'nU/Tlbercosts$9aweek. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Rulee & deadlnee
Casco Bay Weeldy Personals are for single people seeking relationshipa. CBW wi. refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No lui names, sll1lel addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual oranalDmical language will not be 8CQ8p18d. We reS81'118 the right 10

edt or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
MondeypriorlO publicalion. Bring orl8l1d yoor ad 10: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congres. St., Portfand, ME 04101.
Phone: 775-6601. FAX: 775-1615

Omen ... women

o women or women
Omen ... men

o others
o companions
COnfidential Infonnatlon:
(We cannot print yoor ad wilhout it)
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Casco &y ~y

Proud Recipients of the
Gourmet Diner's Club of
.A merica's Silver Spoon
Award two years running
Dinner seroed daily 5 - lOpm

rRElIlJ SEllERS
Total;t{ak(}~ .fafq",

.~

OPEN 6 DAYS - 781-5500

OPEN YEAR ROUND

I I
t'ISA

Casco Bay Professional Park. 367 U.S. Rt. I, Falmouth

$1

OHair
Cuts

All hair cuts starting at $10.

'Xalin sj{air Center
365 Fore St., Portland 761 -5811
walk In or by
appointment

naxt to Oscar Banoits
In the Basement

Complete !Hair & Tanning Services
• Lowest Price.
on all hair .ervlces
• FREE Birthday Haircut
afler 6 months .ervice
~;n1tl.( Opellillg

•
•
•
•

Tanning
$41 visit
$25/10 visits
$45/month unlimited

'l)rtlu'i"g for 6

mOllths

oJji·t:t: ClltS!

~ Sfiower On '11ie Premises/
Open: Sat 8:3Oam-7pm. Mon-Fri Bam-8pm

r-: ......................................................... .,

BIG HOLIDAY SAVINGS
1 91

I MAINE AUDUBON SOCIETY
:Jo

invites
you
to a

Global
Holiday
Bazaar

• lJN'II'EIJ" Rover-STI
Buill with the ride of a lightweight and the comlort of a AlB. the
Rowr·Sllls your ticket to all-around excitement! Includes Shlmano
Rapid Aring Shifting. cantilever brakes and more!

ICYCLE
333 Forest Ave .• Portland. ME 773-6906
Open ~ 10-6. Sat 10-5. Sun I H

FRESH

KEY

Woodfords Church
202 Woodfords St., Portland
Admission: $2 I $3

'1

l._:="-=.~=:.!!.·~:!!.=!':'-=~~~2':.~.=-·.-.

FALL

INTO

~~~~=~p~i:eS~M~a~de to Order
by

Handmade Desserts
Frozen or Ready to Bake!
Fre:;h Pumpkin
Apple • eourbon Pecan
\

Sat., Nov. 23 9a.m.· 3p.m.

Please place your Thanksgiving
order by Monday, Nov. 25 at 5 p.m.

SHAPE
3 ::~ i9
FULL
MEMBERSHIP

1- - - '

"ml;~=_miitl_a

TANNING SPECIAL $20 FOR 8 SESSIONS
OFFER EXPIRES NOIIEMBER 30, 111111

Portland

ARegency

Open Daily at 11 am., Wed, Thurs, Fri 'tiiS pm, Sundays 12·5

HfALTH CLUB

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146

20 M ILK ST. • OLD PORT 871- 7054

